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PREFACE

The past year has seen our first lull year of operation

since the upgrading of our FN tandem accelerator with new spiral

inclined-field tubes and the pelletron charging system. The

results of this upgrading have been extremely successful,

allowing us to attain routinely terminal voltages of 10 MV with

great reliability and excellent stability. Improved injection

optics have allowed higher transmission and consequently

increased beam currents on target.

Again we wish to highlight a long and successful tritium run

during the year's operation. This is a particularly useful capa-

bility of our laboratory and is reflected in thirteen contribu-

tions to this annual report concerning tritium-induced reactions.

The (t,p) reaction on neutron-rich targets leads to species even

farther from stability and quite inaccessible by other means; a

wealth of spectroscopic data can be obtained from the (t,a)

reactions, especially for studies of the systematics of hole

states; there is also the possibility that the study of K1 • 0

bands in rare earth nuclei, populated by the (t,p), (t,d) and

(t,a) reactions, can test the validity of the various competing

theoretical models in this region.

High quality polarized-deuteron beams continue to be in

great demand. A redesign of the ion source, and especially the

spin filter, is now underway in an attempt to improve the avail-

able beam currents without, of course, degrading the beam

polarization. This should allow increased use of polarized
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deuterons in the lower cross section reaction studies, such as

the spin-parity measurements using the (3,a) reaction near 0° and

analyzing power measurements in the (5,t) reaction. Such high-

quality beams are also essential in our new series of p(d,f) He

radiative capture experiments, where tensor analyzing powers as

small as T 2 Q » 0.05 will have to be measured in order to test the
3

most recent He wave functions and to determine the amount of

3 '

D-state admixtures in the He ground state.

The study of the many interesting nuclear phenomena at high

spin and nuclear temperature, using the multiplicity filter,

continues, in collaboration with researchers from Oak Ridge

National Laboratory. Experiments to study the high-spin states
159

of Tm have been particularly successful. These studies have

been used to show that the second backbend in neighbouring nuclei

results from hji/2 proton alignment. In addition, the unpaired

quasipartlcles strongly polarize the soft core leading to a rich

variety of shapes in the same nucleus. Evidence for these shapes

has been obtained from energies and from transition probabili-

ties.

Work is proceeding on the design and use of the next

generation of multiplicity filters in collaboration with

scientists from Chalk River and the University of Montreal.

The experimental programme has continued to be broadly

diversified with several ongoing experiments in other areas of

physics, engineering and medicine. These reports are grouped

together at the end of Section I, but perhaps we should mention

especially the pioneering work of Dr. Garnett and Dr. Firnau in
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obtaining in vivo pictures of brain activity, determined from
l ftP.E.T. studies after injection with F-labelled dopamine. The

18

F activity is obtained using the laboratory's facilities and

this exciting collaboration between medicine and nuclear physics

is expected to continue.

During the year, the new VAX-11/750 computer was utilized in

an ever increasing degree of flexibility. We are gradually

learning to use the very high degree of sophistication possible

in multi-parameter data recording.

A number of changes in laboratory personnel occurred during

1983. Two graduate students, Brian Maddock and Ron Schub&nk have

left. Claire Woods finished a post-doctoral appointment and left

for the ANU in Canberra. V.K. Tikku also completed a post-

doctoral appointment. Two new research associates, R. Dymarz and

P.X. Wang and one new post-doctoral fellow, Y. Liang joined the

laboratory during the year. In September, Kailash Ambwani left

his position as scientific programmer.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial support for

the laboratory and for our research activities provided by the

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. We

also thank the university for its contribution to the operating

costs.

J.A. Kuehner

November 1983
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1. Rotational Bands in the Baryon Spectrum

(J.C. Waddington, R. Bhaduri and B. Jennings*)

A paper has been prepared which suggests that the excited

states of the nucleon and the delta may be grouped into rota-

tional bands. These bands may be thought of in a weak coupling

model or in terms of decoupled K « 1/2 bands.

A striking feature of the excitation spectra of the nucleon

and the delta is the appearance of low-lying even parity states

amongst the odd parity states. The proposed model is that

although the ground state is spherical, the excited even parity

states are highly deformed and may be grouped into a rotational

band with similar moments of inertia. The value of the rota-

tional parameter extracted from this analysis is -ft / 2 ^ . ~ 40-50

MeV which may be compared with the 40 MeV of a rigid rotating

sphere of R - 0.9 fm and M - 1500 MeV.

* TRIUMF



2. Polarized Deuteron Capture by Hydrogen

(M.C. Vetterli, J.A. Kuehner, A.J. Trudel, A.A. Pilt, C.L. Woods

and R. Dymarz)

The p(3, He)y reaction is being studied in an attempt to

elucidate the structure of He. Previous work with unpolarlzed.

deuterons ' yielded information on the D-state contribution to
q

the He wavefunction. However in view of the recent theoretical

calculations, it is important to measure the tensor analyzing

powers of this reaction. For example TO1 has been predicted to

be large for small angles '.

The energy spectrum of He is measured using a position

sensitive detector at the focal plane of the Enge spit-pole

spectrograph. From the kinematics of the reaction, studied at

19.8 MeV, one can generate an angular distribution of the y-r
since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the energy of

the He and the Y-ray angle (Fig. 2.1). The major difficulty in

studying the reaction in this way is that the He is contained in

a cone between 0° and 2.6° in the forward direction requiring a

high degree of discrimination against the deuteron beam.

Various ways of reducing the background to a manageable

level are being investigated. Our initial studies were carried

out using a resistive-wire gas counter. The density of the gas

(argon-methane) is not high enough to stop the particles in the

counter; we therefore obtain a AE (energy loss) spectrum. In

this spectrum, the He appears as a low energy bump on an a peak
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that originates from the C(d,a) B reaction (the target is a

hydrocarbon). However a two-dimensional AE vs. position spectrum
3

separates these two peaks and the He "island" is well resolved.

We have recently tried using a solid-state position

sensitive detector. The thickness of this detector is such that
3

it stops the He and the a particles. We therefore obtain a

total energy spectrum, a-particles with the same magnetic rigi-

dity as the He's have 3/4 the energy. The He thus appears as

the highest peak in the spectrum and is well resolved. This is

an advantage over the gas counter because less on-line analysis

is needed and the separation is better. The counting rate is

also lower in the solid-state detector because it discriminates

against low-energy particles scattering off the pole faces of the

magnet.

The disadvantage of the solid-state detector is its size.

The He energy distribution is expected to cover a distance of

about 10 cm at the focal plane. The gas counter (length: ~ 15
3

cm) easily accepts all the He. However the length of the solid-

state detector is only 4 cm. The experiment must therefore be

carried out in two or three bights. We are looking into the

possibility of obtaining a longer solid-state counter.

A decision on which type of counter to use will be made soon

and we expect to begin final measurements in the near future.1) B. Belt, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Tennessee, Nov. 1970.

2) F.D. Santos, unpublished.



3. Large Momentum Transfer Elastic Scattering of Intermediate

Energy Protons

(R. Dymarz, J.A. Kuehner, R.E. Azuma*, T.E. Drake*, J.D. King*,

S.S.M. Wong*)

Recently it has been suggested that for intermediate

energy proton scattering, one should expect a reduction in the

rate of falling off in the differential cross section (dcs) at

large angles (e ~ 90°) and that at these angles, the analyzing

power (A ) should reach its maximum value of unity. Both of

these phenomena have tentatively been ascribed to a focussing

effect of the optical potential . To learn more about this

effect, we have carried out several calculations with pheno-

40
menological optical potentials for scattering from Ca and
208

Pb. The parameters of the optical potential have been

obtained by fitting experimental data (dcs and A ) measured at

TRIUMF . We used a simple Woods-Saxon (WS) form for both the

real and imaginary parts of the potential and a derivative of the

WS function for the spin-orbit part. The experimental data for

dcs and A are available only in a limited range of angles (8 <

50°) and it was found that a simple WS form was adequate to fit

all of the data.

In searching for the particular effect of enhancement of the
dcs at large angles, it is appropriate to display the dcs as a

function of the invariant variable, q , the momentum transfer

squared. Moreover, this method of presentation of the dcs is



especially suitable to display the energy dependence of the

effect. Before we start to discuss our results, we emphasize

that our potential has been obtained by fitting data in only a

2 2
limited momentum transfer range (q < 0.40 - 0.67 (GeV/c)

max

depending on the reaction and energy considered). Because of
o

this, the extrapolations to larger q should be treated with
o

caution and we won't discuss the results for very large q (> 1.5

(GeV/c)2) at all.

In Fig. 3.1 we show the dcs for the reactions studied for
1 O

several energies (the C results will be discussed later). We

plot only the maxima of the dcs and the lines are to guide the

eye. At first sight it appears that all the curves in Fig. 3.1

are rather similar and it is difficult to distinguish between

cross sections falling "normally" and those with anomalous large

angle behaviour. One can discern slight differences in the
20S

behaviour of the dcs for p- Pb scattering for different

energies. For energies of 200 and 300 MeV, we find a region of

2 2
q (~ 0.5 - 1.0 (GeV/c) ) where the dcs falls approximately

o

exponentially (4 consecutive maxima). For larger q a smooth

rise of cross section above the exponential can be observed. At

400 MeV the effect is much smaller. For the case of Ca, a weak

effect is present at 300 MeV, but is almost non-existent at 500

MeV. Generally, the enhancement of the dcs (if any!) is very

small and it probably will be very difficult to find a specific

physical process responsible for the effect. The relation

between enhancement of the cross section and reaching a maximum

in A , as it emerges from our analysis, is ambiguous. In Figs.
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3.2 and 3.3 we show A for the reactions studied. As can be

40
seen, only for the p- Ca reaction at 300 MeV is there a correla-

208
tion between these two phenomena. For p- Pb scattering, A

o 2
reaches its maximum at a smaller q (~ 0.4 - 0.8 (GeV/c) ), i.e.

in the region where the dcs falls off exponentially.

40
Although the authors of Ref. (1) suggest that Ca is the

lightest nucleus for which one would expect the focussing effect

to be observed, we have found it interesting to compare the

40 208
results for the p- Ca and p- Pb reactions with those for

12 12

p- C. We are more confident in the results for p- C because

the experimental data at T. » 200 MeV for this reaction are

available for a large momentum transfer range (q < 1.3

(GeV/c)2)3). We fitted these data using a modified (WS + WS2 in

the real part) optical potential. Even this modified potential,

however, is not able to reproduce the backward enhancement of the

cross section, which is probably due to some other specific

effects like intermediate -A formation. An examination of Figs.

3.1 and 3.2 indicate a close similarity between the behaviour of

the dcs and A for p- C and those for the p-4 Ca reaction at T,

* 300 MeV. The cross section rises slightly for q - 0.9 - 1.4

(GeV/c) and A reaches a maximum in this momentum transfer

range. Based on this similarity, we speculate that the mechanism

of both these reactions is similar and it may be different in the

case of p- Pb scattering.

In conclusion, it will be interesting to seek confirmation

of our predictions in planned experiments at TRIUMF. The physics

of large momentum transfer reactions is complex and probably no

10
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simple model (like the optical potential model) will be able to

reproduce the large momentum transfer data with enough accuracy.

12

A recent analysis of inelastic scattering of protons from C

(Ref. (4)) indicates that it is difficult to reproduce the large

momentum transfer cross section and A even within a sophisti-

cated distorted wave t-matrix approach (see next report).

1) H.V. von Geramb, K. Nakano, L. Rikus and A. Scott, Invited

talk presented at Alberta/TRIUMF - Workshop, July 1983.

2) D.A. Hutcheon, preliminary data, private communication.

3) H.O. Meyer et al. Phys. Rev. C23, 616 and C24, 1782 (1981).

4) M. Hugi, W. Bauhoff and H.O. Meyer, Phys. Rev. C28, 1

(1983).

* University of Toronto*
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4. Distorted Wave t-matrix Analysis of Inelastic Proton

12
Scattering on C

(R. Dymarz, J.A. Kuehner, R.E. Azuma*, T.E. Drake*, J.D. King*

and S.S.M. Wong*)

An understanding of nuclear reactions in terms of the

elementary nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction is the ultimate goal

of microscopic theories. The simplest way to relate the

N-nucleus reaction mechanism to the NN interaction is the impulse

approximation (IA) and attempts to do this for reactions involv-

ing protons at intermediate energies have been made. However,

recently it has become obvious that medium effects have to be

taken into account to some extent in both elastic and inelastic

scattering. Medium effects are explicitly incorporated in the

evaluation of the nuclear matter reaction matrix (t-matrix) and

it is reasonable to use this energy and density dependent (DD)

matrix as the effective interaction in nuclear reaction calcula-

tions. In the distorted wave analysis of inelastic scattering,

in addition to the NN interaction, we must specify the structure

of the excited state and the distorted waves in the entrance and

exit channels. All of these ingredients influence th'e results

and inter-relations betwen them should be examined carefully

before any conclusion about one of them can be formulated.

12
We analyzed data for inelastic scattering of protons on C

for proton energies of 150 - 400 MeV. The main reason to choose

the carbon nucleus is that there exists a variety of experimental

14



data (differential cross sections, analyzing powers, analyzing

power minus polarization, and spin-flip probability) for several

12 131

excited states in C i~°-'# This variety allows one, in

principle, to examine different pieces of the NN interaction. It

is also commonly accepted that the structure of excited states in
12

C is well known (at least for low momentum transfer where it

has been tested in electron scattering). The available experi-

mental data have previously been analyzed mainly in the distorted
1—31wave impulse approximation (DWIA) ' and only recently have more

detailed analyses been made within the DW t-matrix approxmation
4 51

(DWTA) of the transitions to a few particular states ' . Hugi

et al 4 ) studied the transition to the J*, T = 2 +, 0 (Ex - 4.4

MeV) state and Rikus et al ' studied the transition to the 1+, 0

(Ex » 12.71 MeV) and 1
+, (E^ =• 15.11 MeV) states.

The aim of our study is to compare the results of the DWIA

and DW t-matrix approaches. We used the wave functions of Kurath

and co-workers ' for excited states of C (as was done in

Refs. (4,5)). The effective interaction used in DWIA was that

of Love and Franey and in DWTA that of Geramb '. To generate

the distorted waves, we used a modified Woods-Saxon (WS)
o

potential with real part (WS + WS ) which has been obtained by

fitting experimental data up to 140°. This modified potential is

better than the simple WS potential used in the DWIA analysis '

and also better than the folded potential used in DWTA analysis

in Ref. (5).

As an example, we show the results for 200 MeV in Pigs. 4.1

- 4.3. In Pig. 4.1 we show differential cross section (dcs) and
15
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Fig. 4.1. The differential cross sections (left) and the

analyzing powers (right) for indicated transitions in 12C(p,p')

scattering at TL - 200 UeV. The full curves correspond to

distorted wave density dependent t-matrix calculations (DWTA) and

the dashed curves represent distorted wave impulse approximation

calculations (DWIA). The experimental data (full circles) are

from ref. (1).
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analyzing power (A ) respectively for the transitions to two

unnatural parity states: l+,0 (12.71 MeV) and 1+,1 (15.11 MeV).

We can see that some improvement in reproducing the experimental

data has been achieved in the DWTA: first in reproducing the

structure of the dcs curves (for both transitions) and second in

reproducing the structure of A for the transition to the 1 ,1

state. However, quantitative agreement is still not good even in

the low momentum transfer region.

In Pigs. 4.2 and 4.3, we show the dcs and A , respectively,

for the transitions to three states: 2 ,0 (15.3 MeV), 2 ,1

(16.11 MeV) and 2~,1 (16.58 MeV). For all these transitions, the

differences between DWTA and DWIA cross sections are not substan-

tial and both approximations fail to reproduce the experimental

data. These differences are larger for A but still it would be

difficult to claim superiority of the DWTA over DWIA.

In conclusion we can say that the present status of

distorted wave calculations is not satisfactory. The t-matrix

approach gives better results for some transitions but the

suggestion that the wave functions should be blamed for lack of

accordance between theory and experiment (see Ref. (5)) is an

oversimplification of the problem. Particularly large momentum

transfer transitions (Ref. (4)) will probably require further

improvement in all ingredients of the DWTA model.

NOTE: See p. 20 for reference list.
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ANALYZING POWER
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Fig. 4.3. Analyzing powers for three transitions in 12C(p,p')

scattering at T, » 200 MeV. The full curves correspond to

distorted wave density dependent t-matrix calculations (DWTA) and

the dashed curves represent distorted wave impulse approximation

calculations (DwIA). The experimental data (full circles) are

from ref. (1).
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1) J.R. Comfort et al. Phys. Rev. C26, 1800 (1982).

2) T.A. Carey et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 266 (X982).

3) S.J. Seestrom-Morris et al. Phys. Rev. C26, 2131 (1982).

4) M, Hugl et al. Phys. Rev. C28, 1 (1983).

5) L. Rikus, K. Nakano and H.V. von Geramb, "Microscopic

Analysis of Elastic and Inelastic Proton Scattering from

12

C", preprint, to be published.

6) S. Cohen and D. Kuratb. Nucl. Phys. 7£ 1 (1965).

7) D.J. Millener and D. Kurath. Nucl. Phys. A255. 314 (1978).
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cation.

* University of Toronto
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5. Spin-Parity Determinations in F using the Ne(d,a) F

Reaction

(M.C. Vetterli, J.A. Kuehner, A.J. Trudel, A.A. Pilt and

C.L. Woods)

_ 22 + 20

Measurements of T~o near 0 in the reaction Ne(d.a) F

yield information on the spin-parity combinations of levels of

F. Last year ' we reported studies at beam energies of 9.5,

10.0 and 10.5 lieV. This work is continuing.

We have encountered problems, however, with the Implanted

Ne diffusing out of the target after a period of time. A new

target will be made to allow completion of these measurements.

1) McUaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual Report, 1982, p.6.
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6. The C( C,o) Ne* Reaction and High-spin States of Ne

(J.A. Kuehner, C. Bamber, M.C. Vetterli, A. Trudel, A.A. Pilt and

C.L. Woods)

The reaction of C on C at energies well above the

Coulomb barrier allows the strong population of high-spin states

in the residual nuclei because of the large amount of angular

momentum in the incident channel. Measurement of the angular

20
distributions of the alpha particles de-exciting Ne states

formed in this reaction in collinear geometry can usually deter-

mine their spins. This technique is being used to study a

possible doublet of levels at 11.6 MeV excitation which is

suspected of containing one level of unusually high spin.

Preliminary results have been encouraging and we are continuing

this study utilizing a newly designed piece of apparatus and the

capabilities of the VAX.

22
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7. Study of the Reaction Mg(d.PT) Mg

(A.J. Trudel, J.A. Kuehner, M.C. Vetterli, A.A. Pllt and

C.L. Woods)

The work reported In last year's annual report on using the

Mg(d,pY) Mg reaction with a polarized deuteron beam to resolve

27
ambiguities in spin assignments for levels in Mg is still in

progress. Over the last year, the target chamber has been modi-

fied to accommodate a larger solid-angle particle detector, thus

increasing the p-Y coincidence count rate while still maintaining

a reasonable limit on the ratio of substate population parameters

P( + 3/2)/P(+; 1/2). The use of larger Y-ray detectors with suit-

able shielding to cut down the number of low-energy t rays has

also been helpful in obtaining better p-Y count rates, particu-

larly for high-energy y-rays. Preliminary analysis of data

collected with these changes in the target-detector configuration

indicates that a 6-day experiment will yield data with the

required statistical accuracy. Future experiments, before

attempting a full-fledged run, will focus on tuning and optimi-

zing the electronic set-up for the p-Y timing.
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24 28 32
8. Measurement of the (t,p) Reaction on Mg, Si and S

(W.P. Alford, J.A. Cameron, E.E. Habib, V.P. Janzen and

R.B. Schubank)

3
Measurements of the ( He,n) reaction on (s,d) shell nuclei

have shown that there are many strong transitions to states at

excitation energies of 6 to 8 MeV, (unpublished data, WPA). The

present measurements of the (t,p) reaction on T=0 targets were

undertaken to compare transition strengths to isobaric analogues

3
of states excited in the ( He.n) reaction.

24

A typical spectrum obtained with the Mg target is shown in

Fig. 8.1. As expected, strong transitions are seen leading to

states up to about 10 MeV excitation. Angular distributions

extracted so far indicate that L transfers will be determined

with an uncertainty of only about one unit, in spite of the fact

that only the strong transitions are being studied. This result

is rather disappointing, but we nevertheless will attempt to

obtain a quantitative comparison of strength distributions in the
3

(t,p) and ( He,n) reactions.
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Fig. 8.1. Spectra for the 24Mg(t ,p)26Mg reaction at 20°. Each

spectrum covers an energy range of approximately 4 UeV. Each

spectrum overlaps slightly with the one at lower excitation. The

concentration of transition strength near 7 UeV excitation is

well illustrated.
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9. Fragmentation of lgn/o Isobaric Analogue Resonances

(J. Sziklai, J.A. Cameron and I.M. Sz6ghy*)

The studies of the two lga/o I A R s in Ml> were completed.

In the energy range 3.08 < E < 3.36 MeV, 45 resonances were

found using the reactions Cr(p,p.r), Cr(p,p2Y) and

Cr(p,y) Mn. The excitation function of the (P,P 2Y) reaction,

through the 4 + state of Cr is a sensitive detector of reson-

ances with higher spins (5/2 1 JR <. 13/2). The spins of the

resonances were found from the angular distributions of Y rays

from inelastic scattering, since the capture yield, particularly

for the 9/2 resonances, is very low.

Of the fifteen 9/2 resonances found, five were identified

as fragments of the lower and weaker 9/2+ IAR. (The parent state

in olCr is at E x - 4.101 MeV, with Sd = 0.10.) The remaining

ten were considered as fragments belonging to the higher and

stronger state (EP a r e n t » 4.155 MeV, Sd » 0.34). Fine structure

analyses were carried out for both the 9/2 IARs using the method

of MacOonald, Mekjian, Kerman and deToledo Piza . The distribu-

tion of the reduced partial widths, together with the fitted

strength functions for the elastic, first inelastic and second

inelastic channels are shown in Fig. 9.1. There it may be seen

that the fragmentation patterns and spreading parameters differ

for the different channels, and between the two IARs, in spite of

both being 9/2* states and lying close together in energy.
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Fig. 9.1. Distribution of the partial

strength functions for the two Sg/o I A R s i n

widths and
51.

the fitted
LMn in channels

(P.P). (p.Pj) and (P.P2)« ^ e full curves are the five-parameter

theoretical strength functions of UMKP-type '. The broken lines

are the Lorentz-averaged (of half width I) experimental strength

functions.
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Deeper understanding of the spreading process and the role

of the core excited states of the target nucleus in the formation

and decay of the 9/2* IARs will require further, mainly theore-

tical, efforts.

1) W.M. MacDonald, Annals of Physics, 125 (1980) 253.

Universite Laval
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Janos Sziklai and John Cameron examine a two-parameter display of

their data.
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10. Search for Dipole Collectivity in 52Ti

(M.C- Vetterli, A.A. Pilt, A.J. Trudel and J.A. Kuebner)

The recent suggestion by IacheHo and Jackson ' that a new

form of dipole collectivity might be present in nuclei near

closed shells has prompted us to repeat our earlier work on

50Ti(t,p)52Ti in order to obtain better quality data above 4 MeV

excitation. The essential idea of the model is that some nuclei

might be considered as a molecular complex consisting of a core

and a-particls, similar to the earlier ideas of Buck and Pilt ^.

The dipole model predicts a full spectrum of states with J* » 0+,

1~, 2+, 3~, 4+,... in addition to the ground state rotational (or

vibrational) spectrum. The presence of low-lying 1~ and 3~

states is a. good signature for such collectivity since unlike the

positive-parity levels, they will sot mix with the "normal"

rotational or vibrational bands.

Earlier (t,p) studies2'4^ showed no evidence of the low-

lying 0 and 1~ states required, although a 3~ state at 3.45 MeV

was observed. The present data are now being carefully evaluated

to search for these-states.

In addition, the a-transfer experiments Ca( Li.d) and

48 7
Ca( Li,t) are planned to search further for these dipole

states.
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1) F. Iachello and A.D. Jackson, Phys. Lett. 108B, 151 (1982).

2) M. Vetterll et al, McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Reports (1981), p. 12 and (1982), p. 15.

3) B. Buck and A.A. Pllt, Nucl. Phys. A280 (1977) 133, A290

(1977) 205 and 295 (1978) 1.

4) J.F. Mateja et al, Phys. Rev. C23 (1981) 2435.
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11. Proton Capture in 50>52cr and 58Ni

(G.U. Oin, J.A. Cameron, V.P. Janzen and R.B. Schubank)

In previous reports1' ' \ progress in the study of (p,Y)

resonances in 51Mn and 59Cu has been announced. These studies

consisted of the measurement of continuous excitation functions

from below 1 MeV to over 4 MeV, the acquisition of high-

resolution gamma-ray spectra at a large number of resonances

(about 50 in each isotope) and the measurement of gamma-ray

angular distributions for about half of these. The result is a

large body of data on energies, spins and decay schemes for these

isotopes. The principal objective was to extend the range of

isobaric analogue state assignments and thereby to look for

systematic trends in the Coulomb displacement energy and the

degree of fragmentation of IARs with excitation energy and

angular momentum.

The identification of Isobaric analogue resonances is

clearest at low excitation energy where the level densities in

both T3 - T and T3 • T - 1 nuclei are low. In this case, the

criteria that analogue states have not only matching energies,

spins and parities, but matching particle spectroscopic factors,

may be tested. Such analogous dynamical behaviour is to be seen
en

for instance for the lowest T - 3/2 levels in Cu illustrated in

Fig. 11.1. At higher excitation energy, the level density, espe-

cially in the Tg • T - 1 nucleus, becomes very large. Conse-

quently, only in special cases can analogue pairs be identified
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59.Ni
59Cu

2.629- •0.04 7/2 0.05' 6.493

0.339- 0.73 5 / 2
0.36C

4.307
4.301

o.o -

Ex(MeV)

•0.65 3/2"
0.10
0.15 ;

3.906
: 3.887

E (MeV)

Fig. 11.1. Two analogue states In A-59, showing relative
energies, spectroscopic factors (which should be In the ratio
3:1) and Y decay branching.
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unambiguously. This has been done for the gg/2 states, which

appear near E » 3.5 to 4.5 MeV in the three systems ' Cr + p

58
and Ni + p. In the last case, the two fragments have long been

known. The large number of fragments of the gg,o I A R i n M n a n d

Mn are discussed elsewhere . Levels of J < 7/2 are much more

abundant and IAR identification is more speculative. However a

number of stronger resonances, near levels identified in the

( He,d) reaction as possible IAR candidates, are shown in Fig.

11.2, where the Coulomb displacement energy, AE , is plotted
c

against excitation energy. The steady decrease of &E in A-59

with increasing E may be attributed to the increasing radii of

the orbits. In A-51, AE appears to rise before beginning a

downward trend, an effect perhaps attributable to the unfilled

shell in these nuclei. The spreading width suggested by the

identified IAR fragments (doubtless incomplete) appears to remain

more or less constant with rising Ex> despite the rapidly

increasing density of T. levels. If this can be confirmed by

detailed study of the fragmentation, it would indicate a

preponderance of internal (AT"O) over external (AT«1) mixing.

A further interesting feature to come to light in the course

of these surveys is the existence of moderately strong resonances

of spin 9/2 (likely 9/2 ) at energies well below the positions of

the known gg/2 IAR. In Cu, the lowering is 0.7 M«V '. In

50Cr(p,Y)51Mn, a J - 9/2 resonance occurs at 2.397 MeV, a full

MeV below the Sg/2 IAR. A similar "orphan" level has also been

found in 52Cr(p,Y)53Mn at E • 2.745 MeV. The Laval group have
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Fig. 11.2. The dependence of the Coulomb displacement energy of

T-3/2 isobars on excitation energy in (a) A»59 (b) A»51.
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proposed that the orphan level seen in Cu may be caused by an

excitation of the Ni core coupling to the analogue state '.

1) G.U. Din et al. Annual Report 1978, p. 54.

2) G.U. Din et al. Annual Report 1979, p. 71.

3) J.A. Cameron et al. Annual Report 1982, p. 14.

4) J. Sziklai et al. This report, p. 26.

5) I.M. Szoghy and C. Rangacharyulu. Can. J. Phys. &0_ (1982)

959.
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12. Gamma-Ray Studies of 60'61Zn, 59'60Cu and Decays of 59Zn and

1roGa

(R. Schubank, J.A. Cameron and V.P. Janzen)

61Zn

The nucleus Zn has been studied by the (<x,n) and (a,nY)

reactions on Ni ' '. Determination of Y decay lines, energy

levels, spins, parities, Y mixing and branching ratios, and

excitation functions of Zn have been made using Y, Y-Y and n-Y

correlation techniques, as previously reported '. Lifetimes of

all the y transitions have been found to be less than the limits

of the n-Y timing electronics (i.e. a few nsec) and also outside

the limits of DSAM.

The attempts to study higher spin states using (HI.xnpY)

reactions have not been as fruitful. Some of the stronger Y rays
g i

of Zn have been seen in singles experiments in the following

reactions: 6Li on 58Ni, 10B on 54Fe, Mg on Ca, whereas 1 60 on
CO

Cr and Na on Ca produced little or no yield. With the aid of

the multiplicity filter, only one new y transition in Zn has

been found in the Mg on Ca reaction (1076 keV placed at 4.412 MeV

in the level scheme).

The level scheme of Zn is in excellent agreement with

similar n-Y studies , particle transfer reactions ^ and in

good agreement with shell model calculations ' '.
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59Zn and 61Ga

Production of 59Zn radioactivity via the ( He,2n) reaction

at 25 MeV has been reported *. Several attempts have been made

59
to determine if sufficient Zn can be produced for in-beam r

studies. Using pulsed beam techniques (1 sec on, 1 to 30 sec

off) and beams of 20 - 30 MeV, no beam-off Y decay lines from

59 59 *

Zn * Cu have been found.

Since the lifetimes should be similar (few hundred msec) the

decay of Ga • Zn was also investigated using similar pulsed

beam techniques of the Mg on Ca reaction. Again, no beam-off y

decay lines from Ga + Zn were found.

60Zn

Information from the (3He,n) TOF and (3He,ny) reactions

leading to Zn has been available for some time . However,

prompted by conflicts in spin and parity assignments and the pre-

diction of other accessible levels by shell model calculations

and (HI particle) work ,̂ a new investigation was undertaken a

few years ago.

The (3He,nT) reaction at 8 and 12 MeV was studied using n-Y

(with excellent Y suppression in the neutron detector) and Y-Y

coincidence techniques. The method of energy sums proved to be

far more useful than Y-Y coincidences in determining the decays

of the levels since the Intensities are all rather small

(relative to y's from competing channels). Angular correlations

(both Y and n-y) have been performed, but the data are of poorer

quality. So far, lifetimes of the Y transitions in Zn have
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been found to be outside the limits of n-t timing electronics and

DSAil.

The level scheme resulting from this work is presented in

Fig. 12.1 along with comparisons with other studies. A note-

worthy feature is the apparent t decay of some low spin states

well above the proton separation energy. Another feature, the

weak E3 transition between the 5 th and 3rd levels, may be

explained using simple shell model arguments.

fiO

Zn Y rays may have been seen in some of the (HI.xnypY)

reactions mentioned above. However, the lines are strongly

contaminated by competing Y'S. Also, coincidence gates set in

the Mg on Ca and Na on Ca experiments have yielded no consistent
60

results for Zn.

59Cu and 60Cu

The presence of the strongly competing channels in the above

fin
studies of Zn has not been completely negative. Additional

59 ^

lines and levels in Cu have been found via the ( He.pnr)

reaction at 12 MeV and have been verified in recent (p.r)

work10>.

The biggest bonus has come from the (3He,py) reaction
SO

leading to Cu. When these investigations began, the only y
fiO 9 ̂

studies on Cu were (p.rrr) and decay EC work . Since then,

(oi.pnY) experiments have been performed elsewhere . (The Cu

results from the above 20 MeV a work to study Zn, are

consistent with these.) A proposed Y decay scheme based on E ,

energy sums and Y - Y coincidences is shown in Fig. 12.2. Also
40
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Fig. 12.1. Levels and y decays In 60Zn based on present

( He,irr) work and compared with other experiments.
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3
shown for comparison, are the levels from the ( He,p), EC,

(p.QY)t (4He,pnr) and other ( He.py) work. Singles y angular

distributions have been performed of course, but have yet to be

analyzed. In terms of verifying decays and properties of p-Y,

coincidence and correlation experiments should be done.

There are also considerable yields of Cu in the (HI.xnypY)

reactions mentioned above, the most useful being Na on Ca (for

which coincidence data exists). So far, several new lines and

levels have been found.

1) McMaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report, 1982, p. 23.

2) P.J. Smith et al, J. Phys. G8 (1962) 281.

3) McMaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report, 1981, p.28.

4) C.U. Woods et al, Phys. Bev. C17 (1978) 66.

5) D.J. Weber et al, Nucl. Phys. A313 (1979) 385.

6) J.F.A. van Hienen et al, Nucl. Phys. A269 (1976) 159.

7) J. Honkaner et al, Nucl. Phys. A366 (1982) 109.

8) Y. Aral et al, Phys. Lett. 104B 3 (1982) 186.

9) N.D.S. Vol. 28 #2 (1979).

10) G.U. Din, J.A. Cameron, V.P. Janzen and R.B. Schubank,

unpublished.

11) T.U. Chan et al, Phys. Rev. C28 (1982) 424.

12) D.P. Balamuth et al. Phys. Rev. C16 (1977) 928.
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66
13. Spin-parity Assignments for Cu Levels via the

68Zn(3,a)66Cu Reaction

(C.L. Woods, J.A. Kuehner, A.A. Pilt, A.J. Trudel and

M.C. Vetterli)

Work was completed during the year on spin-parity

determinations for Cu levels using the Zn(3,o) Cu reaction

near zero degrees . An assignment of natural or unnatural

parity for a level may be made from measured values of T o n near

0° determined for several beam energies separated by the compound

nuclear coherence width.

Fig. 13.1 contains values of T 2 Q measured for fourteen

fifl

levels in Cu up to that at 1822 keV. Measurements were carried

out for beam energies of 9.0, 9.5, 10.0 and 10.5 MeV. If a T 2 Q

values does not lie c. * ' .• r the iTfZ or - /S limit, the state

can unambiguously be assigned unnatural parity. However, the

value must remain on the limit for several independent

measurements for a natural-parity or 0" assignment to be made.
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Fig. 13.1. T2Q values for low-lying states in Cu. Energies of

the states are given above and spin-parity assignments below the

data. Values are shown in order of increasing bombarding energy

from left to right for each state. Dashed lines represent

theoretical limits and dot-dashed lines experimental limits for

the T 2 0 values.
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Table 13.1 summarizes the results of these measurements.

Previous assignments or limits on spin and parity are listed in

the second column. Our results are listed in column three and

our final conclusion as to assignment of spin and parity is

listed in column four. Definite j" assignments have been made

for the hitherto ambiguously assigned levels at 186, 386, 465,

822 and 1344 keV. The previous tentative assignments to seven

other levels have been confirmed while the level at 1247 keV has

been shown to be listed incorrectly in the latest compilation of

Lederer and Shirley.

The identification of the ground state, 186 keV state, 275

keV state and 591 keV state with the n(P3/2)v(f5,2) 1 + - 4 +

multiplet has been confirmed. Existing shell-model calcula-

tions fail to reproduce accurately the energies however,

compressing the multiplet and interchanging the order of the 2

and 3 levels.

1) C.L. Woods, J.A. Kuehner, A.A. Pilt, A.J. Trudel and M.C.

Vetterli. Nucl. Phys. A402 (1983) 31.

2) C M . Lederer and V.S. Shirley, Table of Isotopes, 7th ed.

(Wiley, New York, 1978).

3) J.E. Koops and P.W.M. Glaudemans. Z. Phys. A280 (1977) 181.
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Table 13.1

66,Spin-parity assignments for low-lying states in Cu

Excitation

enery (keV)

Previous spin and

parity limitsa)

Spin-parity New spin and

determination parity limits

from this work

0.0

186

275

386

465

691

730

822

1053

1154

1247

1344

1434

1822

(1,2,3)

d,2) +

(1,2,3)'

(6)"

(3)"

u

N

U

U

N

N

U

N

U

U

u
u
0

0

r
6'

4"

a) Taken from the compilation of Lederer and Shirley *.
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14. The Reaction 67Zn(t,o)66Cu

(J.A. Cameron, E.E. Hablb, V.P. Janzen and R.B. Schubank)

67

A preliminary measurement of tbe (t,a) reaction on Zn was

reported In 1981 '. This year, a comprehensive study of the

reaction at 18 MeV has been made. Differential cross sections

measured for the low-lying states of the odd Cu isotopes
f**3 C&G* ftT

' ' Cu provided templates for the analysis of (possibly)

mixed-*, mixed-J transfers in the reaction leading to levels in

Cu. The angular distributions, measured from 10° to 50° in 5°

steps showed a high degree of consistency from one transition to

another of the same i-value, with only minor dependence on

Q-value. This empirical consistency was much better than that

with DWBA calculations made both here and elsewhere for the (t,a)
2 }

reaction on Zn .
fi7

In the spectra taken with the Zn target, some 30 alpha
groups were observed, up to an excitation energy of 14.1 MeV in
fifi

Cu. These are shown in Fig 14.1, where for comparison, the

spectrum of Zn(t,o) Cu is also shown. (The two reactions have

almost identical Q-values.) The strong low-lying quartet is

identified with levels of 86Cu having spins 1+, 2*. 3+, 4* and

has t -1 as expected for the multiplet *(P3/2)
v(f5/2)• T n e

second prominent feature of the spectrum is the group of peaks

beginning near 1 MeV, which are predominantly *D"3 transitions.

These are presumed to arise from pick-up of a proton from the

(closed) f7/2 shell. The level density in 68Cu at this sxcita

SO
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tion energy is quite high, so it is difficult to identify these

"f 7/ 2 hole states" with levels observed in y-ray spectroscopy.

The multiplet "<f7/2>
v(f5/2) h a s six s t a t e s * + * +

4 +, 5+, 6+. The 7/2" strength in Cu is seen to be fragmented

(a contrast to the situation in the N-29 isotones, where only a

single low 7/2" state appears strongly in (d,t) reactions) so a

large number of states may be expected, the strongest of which

should be the high spin members. No 5 + or 6+ levels have so far

been reported for Cu. High spin negative parity levels seen in

Ni(a,npY) Cu ' are associated with the »(g9/2)v(fp) configur-

ations. They are not expected to be strongly populated in the

(t,a) reaction, since the occupancy of the proton gn,o shell in

the target is very low. This is seen to be the case in the even

target spectra.

1) J.A. Cameron, V. Janzen and R. Schubank. 1981 Annual

Report, p. 28.

2) F. Azjenberg-Selove, R.E. Brown, E.R. Flynn and J.W. Sunier.

Phys. Rev. C24 (1981) 1762.

3) Tsan Ung Chan. 1979 Annual Report, ISN Genoble, p. 28.
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15. The Reaction 70Zn(t,p)72Zn

(A.A. Pilt, B. Tole, A.J. Trudel and M.C. Vetterli)

72 1 ̂
Very little is known about Zn since the only reactions

leading to this neutron-rich nucleus from a stable target are the

two-neutron transfer reactions such as (t,p). Recently, heavy-

72
ion reactions have successfully produced Cu, which a-decays to

72

Zn excited states; observation of the subsequent -f-ray de-

excitation of these states has allowed a level scheme to be

constructed2^. Several excited states below 3 MeV are now known,

but few spin and parity assignments have been made.
70 72

We have now studied the Zn(t,p) Zn reaction with an 18

MeV triton beam. About 25 levels up to 4.7 MeV excitation have

been observed, and are listed in Table 15.1.

Angular distributions have been measured (using a focal

plane detector in the Enge spectrometer) at 5° intervals between

10° and 60°. A comparison of these cross sections with the

predictions of OWBA calculations using cluster and microscopic

form factors should allow L-values to be extracted and J*

assignments for many of these states to be deduced.

1) P.R. Hudson and R.N. Glover, Nucl. Phys. A189 (1972) 264.

2) E. Runte et al., Nucl. Phys. A399 (1983) 163.
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Table 15.1

72 70 72
Energy levels In Zn from the Zn(t,p) Zn reaction

Ex(MeV)

0 .0

0.652

1.501

1.658

2.675

2.913

3.016

3.055

3.101

Ex(MeV)

3.375

3.505

3.533

3.579

3.634

3.675

3.910

4.048

4.229

Ex(MeV)

4.303

4.337

4.377

4.502

4.562

4.668

4.719
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16. Tests of the Interacting Boson Model

(A.A. Pilt)

Despite the many successes of the interacting boson model

(IBM) in reproducing energy levels and electromagnetic transi-

tions in a wide variety of nuclei, spherical to deformed, there

remain some puzzles. One of these is the fact that the IBA-1

approximation (which treats neutrons and protons as completely

indistinguishable entities) provides a better description of

nuclear data than does the more sophisticated IBA-2, which does

treat them separately .

52
The neutron rich nuclei in the fp shell, such as Ti and

72

Zn, which we have studied, (see separate reports), should

provide fertile ground for resolving this conundrum.

We are in the process of obtaining these IBA codes from

Professor Iachello of Yale University. They will be made to run

on our laboratory's VAX computer to generate a variety of nuclear

structure parameters (spins, parities, spectroscopic factors,

etc.) which can be compared to experimental values.

1) D.A. Bromley, private communication
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17. Low-lying Energy Levels in the Molybdenum Isotopes

(E.E. Habib*, J.A. Cameron, R.B. Schubank and V.J. Janzen)

The low-lying levels of the odd Mo isotopes have been

studied by (d,p) and (d,t) reactions in order to establish spins

and parities, and to obtain a good measure of the systematic

behaviour of the level structure of these isotopes. Such a study

99 1 ̂
of Mo is complete '. This year the (t,d) reaction has been

97 101used as well in measurements of Mo and Mo. An example of a
gg 97

deuteron spectrum measured in the Mo(t,d) Mo reaction in shown

in Fig. 17.1. This reaction shows a clear I dependence in the

differential cross section which is well reproduced by DWBA

calculations using the triton potential of Becchetti and

Greenlees and the deuteron potential of Lohr and Haeberli. A

further virtue of the (t,d) reaction is its sensitivity to high-i

transfer. A number of l»5 transitions have been found in the two

reactions studied.

The data will be compared with the calculations of Bhatt and

Ball ', Vervler * and Choudhury and Clemens *•

1) E.E. Habib et al. Phys. Rev. C26 (1982) 834.

2) K.H. Bhatt and J.B. Ball. Nucl. Phys. 63 (1965) 286.

3) J. Vervler. Nucl. Phys. 7!> (1966) 17.

4) D.C. Choudhury and J.T. Clemens. Nucl. Phys. A125 (1969)

140.
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18. High Spin States in Sn

(J.C. Waddington, Y. Liang and V.P. Janzen)

As part of a program to investigate the neutron deficient

108

nuclei near Z-50 closed shell, a very detailed study of 50Sn is

in progress. The success in observing spins of - 22 ft in the

light Te nuclei suggested that a study of Sn would result in

the establishment of the level scheme to much higher spin than

has previously been possible. The multiplicity filter was used

to increase the quality of the data and approximately 150 million

Y-Y coincidence events have been collected. At the present time,
k k

the data has been sorted into a 1 x 1 matrix and the analyses

of this matrix and the angular distributions has begun.
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19. 1 1 2' 1 1 4 l l^Te and 1??Cd: Neutron Deficient Nuclei Near Z-50

(V.P. Janzen, J.A. Cameron, J.C. Waddington and R.B. Schubank*)

High spin states in the neutron deficient Te isotopes have

been populated by the 92'94'96Mo(23Na,p2n)112'114'116Te reactions

at beam energies of 85-90 MeV, as reported previously . The

level schemes shown in Figs. 19.1, 19.2 and 19,3 have been

established with data from Y-Y coincidence and T-ray singles

2 ̂
experiments, using a 7-element Nal multiplicity filter .

Angular distribution measurements were performed at angles of 0°,

30°, 45°, 60° and 90° relative to the incident beam, both with

and without the filter. The A~ and A. coefficients were found to

be fairly insensitive to the use of the multiplicity filter. In

some cases, intense Coulomb excitation lines completely obscured

Y-rays of interest, and the Nal array was necessary to obtain

angular distribution information.

Similar experiments were performed using the
go 1o ino i \

Mo( C,2n) Cd reaction . The level scheme is not complete

but appears to support the results of Treherne et al ', with a

number of additional transitions.

1) McMaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report 1982, p. 33.

2) McMaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report 1980, p. 46.

3) J. Treherne, J. Genevy, A. Gizon, R. Beraud, A. Charvet, R.

Duffait, A. Emsallem, and M. Meyer, Z. Phys. A309 (1982)

135.

• Brock University
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118
20. Mass and Energy Levels of In

(A.A. Pilt)

118
The odd-odd nuclide In has for the first time been

11.9 118
studied via a nuclear reaction, Sn(t,a) In. Previous

118

studies of In were limited to investigations of the S-decay of

Cd, yielding information on only a few isomeric levels . No

excitation energies were known; in fact, even the ground state
118

mass excess of In was uncertain to ~ 0.3 MeV. In the present
119

work, a comparison of the Q-value of the Sn(t,o) reaction

118 118
leading to the (presumed) In ground state with the Sn(t.o)

120
and Sn(t,CT) Q-values deduced from much better known g.s.

118
masses led to a value of the In mass excess of 87.230 ± 0.02

MeV, compared to the tabulated value of 87.451 ±0.3 MeV.

118

In addition to the ground state, 14 excited states of In

were observed below 1.3 MeV excitation; these are listed in Table

20.1. Angular distributions of the outgoing a-particles were

measured at 5° intervals between 10° and 60°; the analysis of

these cross sections is in progress. A comparison of the shapes

of these cross sections with t"l and t»4 templates from p, .„ and
1/&

/
s9/2 PlckuP l n Sn(t.o) should allow t-value assignments

and spin-parity limits to be made to many of these excited

states.

118
The results for In will be compared to other odd and

odd-odd In Isotopes. Further Sn(t.a) experiments with targets of

the many (~ 10) other stable Sn isotopes are planned for spring
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1984. Tbe data should allow a study to be made of the systema-

tlcs of Pi/0 a n d Kg/2 strength with increasing neutron number.

1) J. Hattula, E. Lluklconen and J. Kantele, Nucl. Phys. A125

(1969) 477.

Table 21.1

Levels of 118In populated in 119Sn(t,o)

Ex(lIeV) Ex(MeV) Ex(MeV)

0.0 0.413 0.924

0.168 0.579 0.949

0.224 0.615 1.004

0.240 0.766 1.212

0.336 0.819 1.268
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159
21. Sbape Effects in the b.. .„ and %7io Bands in Tm

(J.C. Waddington, A.J. Larabee*, L.H. Courtney*, M.P. Fewell**,

S. Frauendorf*. N.R. Johnson**, I.Y. Lee**, F.K. McGowan** and

L.L. Etiedinger*)

As was mentioned in the 1982 Annual Report, the investi-

gation ' of the high spin states of Tm was extended at the Oak

22
Ridge National Laboratory. • The use of a Ne beam allowed the

observation of the h., ._ bands up to spin 61/2" and a transition

energy of 958 keV. These new data were combined with previously

unpublished data from the 148Sm(14N,3n)159Tm reaction done at

McMaster to form the level scheme shown in Fig. 21.1.

As can be seen, both the 7/2~[523] and 7/2+[404] bands have

now been observed well beyond the i13/2 neutron backbend. The

blocking of the second backbend in the h.- .„ band is evident in

Figs. 21.2 and 21.3 which compare the experimental Routhians and

alignments in the neighbouring even-even nuclei with those of

159

Tm. These data prove that the second backbend results from an

alignment of a pair of !»,,,„ particles. A report of this work

has been made '.

The data also provide us with a more exciting discovery

which comes from the comparison of the energy splittings of the

two signatures of the medium-to-high K bands. The use of the two

accelerators was complementary in that not only were the highest

spin states observed but also the non-yract S7<o band was found.
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61/2

7/2" [523] 7/2* [404]

159,Pig. 21.1. Level scheme for ""Tin. The results for states with

spins <, 47/2 were obtained at Mcllaster University and for I >

47/2 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Fig. 21.3. The total angular momentum (I) and the alignment (i)

for the &JW2 a n d 87/2 n a n d s a r e compared with those for the S

bands of l6*Yb and 15*Er.
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The N»90 nuclei are generally viewed as rather soft and

profoundly affected by rotation and by quasiparticle alignment.

The signature splitting (see Fig. 21.2) in the t^i1/o band is very

large but it vanishes after the backbend. The g_/o band has no

appreciable signature splitting. These splittings may be

explained is resulting from distinctly different polarizing

influences on the soft core by the quasiparticle excitations in

159

Tm. Calculations suggest equilibrium values of gamma defor-

mation of Y 13° (a = 1/2) in the h 1 1 / 2 band and Y ~ -7° in the

g_.2 band. After the backbend, the pair of 1.,,, quasiparticles,

forces the nucleus to a small positive value of Y. removing the

signature splitting.

An important question is whether the transition matrix

elements within these bands can be used to shed light on this

interpretation of the observed signature splittings. The

branching and mixing ratios have been used to extract the

B(M1)/B(E2) values shown in Fig. 21.4. It is apparent that

before the backbend, the ratios reflect the signature splitting

observed in the energies. This effect vanishes after the

backbend. A signature dependence for the Ml rates is expected

for a well decoupled one quasiparticle band, since the Ml

operator cannot account for transitions which simultaneously

involve a change in the quasiparticle alignment (Ai » 1) and a

change in the collective spin (AR - 2). The large increase in

the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios after the backbend is interpreted as both

an increase in the B(M1) rates from the additional magnetic
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Fig. 21.4. Ratio of stretched Ml to stretch E2 reduced

transition probabilities. There is a pronounced signature depen-

dence in the 7/2~[523] band below the backbend and a general

increase in the ratio after the backbend in both bands.
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moment of the i^o/n neutrons and as a decrease in the B(E2) rates

resulting from the change in.the gamma deformation.

A paper describing these results has been submitted.

1) A.J. Larabee and J.C. Waddington, Phys. Rev. C24 (1981)

2367.

2) A.J. Larabee et al. Proc. of the Conference on High Angular

Momentum Properties of Nuclei (1982).

* The University of Tennessee

** Oak Ridge National Laboratory

# Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Dresden
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22. Rotational Alignment in Lu

(J.C. Waddington, N. Lasheen, Y. Liang and A.J. Larabee)

The 148Sm(19F,4n)1^Lug2 reaction has been investigated as

an extension of the study of the effect of quasiparticles on the

soft core in this region. The multiplicity filter was combined

with 5 Ge detectors to provide high quality coincidence data up

to spin 47/2" in the h,, .„ band. Although evidence for the g,/o

band has also been found, It has not as yet been possible to

establish its level scheme completely.

The structure of Lu appears to be very similar to that of

159

Tra. There is a large signature splitting in the energies of

the h 1 1 / 2
 b a n d which vanishes at the backbend. The B(M1)/B(E2)

rates also show this signature effect and then increase appre-
159

ciably at the backbend as is the case in Tm.
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23. Studies with Advanced Multiplicity Filters

(J.C. Waddington)

The highest spin states may only be observed through the use

of a larger accelerator in conjunction with an advanced detector

system. Two field trips were made during the past year to use

such systems.

The first trip was to Oak Ridge National Laboratory to

assist L.L. Riedinger and a large team to modify the spin

spectrometer to study discrete gamma rays. The spin spectrometer

consists of 72 Nal detectors. Seven of these were replaced by Ge

detectors to detect gamma rays in Yb. The remaining Nal

detectors were used to select the highest multiplicity events as

a gate for coincidence events in the Ge detectors. Since the Nal

detectors are sensitive to neutrons, it was necessary to elimi-

nate the neutron events by time-of-flight methods. This required

the storing of the energy and time of arrival of all the radia-

tion detected in the Nal detectors and the use of 250 high

density 6250 BPI magnetic tapes. The subsequent sorting is a

very time consuming process. It is hoped that by choosing

various total energy-multiplicity (H,K) gates, it will be

possible to learn how to select out the highest spin events.

The second trip was to Daresbury to use TESSA2 with

P. Nolan. The multiplicity filter in this remarkable instrument

consists of BGO crystals which are relatively Insensitive to

neutrons. The six Ge detectors are Cotnpton-auppressed which
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Jim Waddington adjusting apparatus in the Lotus, a device which

allows certain multiplicity measurements to be carried out.
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reduces the background immensely. This instrument was used to

study 162Hf and several neighbouring nuclei (161Hf and 1 6 3 L u ) .

A proposal has been made with P. Taras, 0. Ward, R. Andrews

to build an "8it" Spectrometer at CRNL. This next-generation

instrument will combine the advantages of the ORNL spin spectro-

meter with those of TESSA2 to provide the opportunity for a

broadly based program in discrete line spectrometry, in continuum

studies and more specialized measurements of lifetimes, static

magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments and in reaction

mechanism studies. Seventy-two BGO elements will be surrounded

by an array of 20 high resolution Ge detectors each with a BGO

Compton suppressor.
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24. A New Region of Large (t,p) L-0 Strengths to Excited States

in Deformed Rare Earth Nuclei

(D.G. Burke, G. L0vh0iden* and T.F. Thorsteinsen*)

lfil ifi5 1 ̂

The Dy(t,p) Dy measurements reported last year ' were

originally undertaken to study the Coriolis mixed bands based on

i13/2 n e u t r o n orbitals. However, the results contained a

surprise in that there was a large fraction of the L-0 strength

populating states at ~ 2 MeV excitation. This was unexpected

because there are no known sudden deformation changes or shell

closures near N ~ 96. Additional (t,p) measurements were made

this year in an attempt to understand these results. These were

performed with 17 MeV tritons from the McMaster tandem acceler-

ator, using the Enge magnetic spectrograph to analyze the proton

spectra. The delay-line focal plane counter was used to obtain

some preliminary spectra from several different targets, to aid

in planning, but for the main experiments photographic plates

were used in order to obtain the best resolution and efficiency.

First the 162Dy(t,p)164Dy reaction was studied, as 162Dy is
161

an even-even neighbour of the Dy nuclide used as a target in

the earlier work. If the strong L»0 transitions to higher states

were found only with odd-mass targets, they might be attributed

to effects caused by the odd nucleon. However, strong L»0
162 164

transitions were found to excited statas in the Dy(t,p) Dy

reaction, thus indicating that the transitions must be due to a

"core" effect. The spectrum from the 162Dy(t,p)164Dy reaction at
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3-60° is shown in Pig. 24.1, and two prominent peaks that exhibit

L»0 angular-distributions are labelled as 0+ states.

Once it bad been established that the effect was not

isolated to one nuclide, it became interesting to map out the

range of masses or neutron numbers over which it occurred. Hence

164 163 l£0
(t,p) spectra were measured for targets of Dy, Dy, Dy

15S 16? 163 16*1

and Dy as well. For the Dy, Dy and Dy targets

complete angular distributions were obtained between 8 - 7 1/2°

and 67 1/2° at 7 1/2° intervals. For the 158Dy target only some

preliminary spectra were recorded. Measurements of the angular
160

distribution for the Dy target were ~ 75% complete when the

tritium beam schedule ended suddenly due to machine failure.

The scanning of nuclear emulsions for this project is about

half finished, and explanations for t.»a large amount of L-0

strength to excited states are being sought.

1) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1982, p. 59.

* University of Bergen, Norway
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Pig. 24.1. Spectrum of protons from the ia*Dy(t,p)164Dy reaction

at 8-60°. The peaks corresponding to excitation energies of 1.65

and 1.78 MeV exhibit L-0 angular distributions and are labelled
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25. The 16OGd(t,p)162Gd Reaction

(D.G. Burke)

In view of the large amount of L«0 strength observed to

excited states in the 162Dy(t,p)164Dy reaction1^ it was decided

160
to study the (t,p) reaction on a target of Gd, which is an

1 fi2
isotone of Dy. Another incentive was that virtually no

nuclear structure information exists for the residual nuclide

162 160-

Gd, because Gd is the most neutron-rich stable isotope of

gadolinium.

The experiments were performed with 17 MeV tritons from the

Mcllaster accelerator. The reaction products were analyzed with

the Enge magnetic spectrograph and detected with photographic

emulsions. Spectra were recorded at e»7 1/2° and at 5° intervals

between 3-10° and 65°. Although only about 1/3 of the nuclear

emulsions have been scanned, it appears that there are some L-0
162

transitions with significant strength to excited states in Gd.

1) D.G. Burke et al. Mcllaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1983, (previous article).
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26. The 166Er(t,p)188Er Reaction and Identification of a New

K* =• 0+ Band at 1833.5 keV in 168Er

(D.G. Burke, W.F. Davidson*, W.R. Dixon*, J.A. Cizewski**,

E.R. Flynn*. R.E. Brown* and J.W. Sunier*)

After the very detailed studyL) of 168Er by the (n,Y)

reaction with average resonance capture (ARC) this nuclide became

perhaps the most controversial of all those in the deformed rare

earth region. The Bohr-Mottelson collective model and tbe inter-

acting boson approximation near the SU(3) limiting symmetry were

both successful in explaining the low-lying rotational and

vibrational levels ' '. Although these models gave different

predictions for some higher-lying states, such as two-phonon

excitations, there was a lack of experimental information with

which to test these predictions. Furthermore, Soloviev and

Shirikova concluded ' that no two-phonon states should exist in

heavy deformed nuclei because Paul! Principle effects would raise

their energies several MeV and they would become severely mixed

with other states.

The present Er(t,p) Er study was undertaken to search

for new K¥ - 0 + states (in addition to the known ones at 0, 1217

and 1422 keV) as some of the most significant differences in the

predictions of the competing models occur for K* - 0+ states.

The experiments were performed using a metallic self-supporting

166

target of isotopically enriched Er. The first set of measure-

ments was completed in 1982 at Los Alamos, using beams of 17 MeV
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tritons from the Los Alamos National Laboratory tandem Van de

Graaff accelerator. The proton spectra were analyzed with the

Q3D magnetic spectrometer, with an overall resolution of _<_ 12 keV

(FWHM). The spectrum at 9-60° is shown in Fig. 26.1.

Analysis of these data with a peak-fitting computer program

showed a weak peak corresponding to a new level at 1834 +_ 3 keV.

The angular distribution was consistent with L»0 as the peak was

most prominent at angles near e=»30° and e=60°, where an L»0 tran-

sition has maxima. However, the evidence for a 0+ state at 1834

+_ 3 keV was considered incomplete, partly because the weak peak

observed was not well separated from the larger one for the

1848.3 keV level. Also the spectra at small angles (8£15°)

contained a fairly large background, so the data points corre-

sponding to the forward maximum in the L»0 angular distribution

were missing. Therefore, measurements were made at four angles

between 6 1/2° and 15°, and also at 8-25° as a normalization

check, in 1983. These experiments were performed at the McMaster

University tandem Van de Graaff accelerator laboratory, using 17
. act

MeV tritons on the same self-supporting Er target. The

reaction products were analyzed with the Enge magnetic spectro-

graph and detected with photographic emulsions. With care it was

possible to eliminate the background, even at the smallest

angles, and still get good statistics on the weak peak. The

resolution for these measurements was ~ 15 keV (FWHM).

Angular distributions from the combined sets of data are

shown in Fig. 26.2 for levels up to 1800 keV. Pig. 26.3 shows a

detailed consideration of the new 0* state found at 1834 + 3 keV.
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Pig. 26.1. Spectrum of protons from the
1 Aft

Er(t,p) Er reaction
at 8-60°. Except for the new K* - 0 + band at 1833 keV, the I.K*

assignments indicated are from ref. (1).
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By this time a re-examination of some of the data from ref. (1),

and some new (n,Y) data of W.F. Davidson et al had located

transitions de-exciting this level and established the excitation

energy to be 1833.5 keV. The left side of Fig. 26.3 shows an

expanded view of part of the 8=30° spectrum. Extraction of the

angular distribution for the 1833.5 keV level was further compli-

cated by the known presence of a 3~ level at 1328.1 keV, in addi-

tion to the strongly populated 2 + state at 1848.3 keV. The

spectra were analyzed by a computer peak-fitting program which

used the shape of the large well-separated peak for the 1736.7

keV level as a standard peak shape, and then adjusted the inten-

sities of peaks fixed at excitation energies of 1828.1, 1833.5

and 1348.3 keV, to give a best fit to the unresolved multiplet.

This procedure yielded the angular distributions shown on the

right side of Fig. 26.3. The 1833.5 keV level shows the

diffraction pattern characteristic of an L»0 transfer and hence

indicates I™ « 0+ for this new level. The solid curve is a DWBA

prediction for L-0. The angular distribution extracted in this

way for the previously known 3~ level at 1828.1 keV is seen to be

similar in shape to the dashed curve, which is the empirical

shape for the known 3~ level at 1633.5 keV. This lends confi-

dence to the procedure used to "separate" these two peaks which

are only ~ 1/2 peak width apart.

Interest in this level was stimulated by the discovery ' of

a new level at 1893 keV in the (n.n'ir) reaction. This level had

been tentatively assigned I* » 2*. It had not been identified in

the extensive (n,y) studies of Davidson etal ' because it Is
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only 163 eV away from a 4~ state whose feeding in average

resonance capture is an order of magnitude stronger than that to

a 2 state. Also the level is near the upper limit of excitation

energy (~ 1900 keV) for which observation of I - 2 and 5

states was considered assured in ARC. A re-examination of the

conversion electron spectra of ref. (1) and some new y-ray

measurements using curved-crystal spectrometers by W.P. Davidson

et al found five gamma transitions de-exciting this level and

also showed that the transition to the 0 state at 1217 keV was

E2. Therefore the 1893 keV level must have I11 » 2 . The fact

that no 3 state had been found at any reasonable energy to be a

rotational level above this 2 + state, and that such a 3+ level

should certainly have been observed in the ARC spectra, indicates

that the 1893 keV 2 + level belongs to a K-0 band. Thus it is

interpreted as being the 2 + rotational member based on the 0 +

state at 1833.5 keV. On the basis of the gamma ray studies,

additional rotational members are suggested, including the

possible 4+ state at 2031 keV and a possible 6+ state at 2247

keV.

The nature of this new K* » 0+ band is not yet clear. The

moment of inertia and the decay properties are very similar to

those of the K* • 0* band at 1217 keV. It is also known that

both of these K-0 bands have significant two-quasiparticle

• 167

components. The 0 band at 1217 keV was shown in Er(d,p)

reaction studies65 to have a large (7/2+[633] - 7/2+[633]} two-

quasineutron component. The K* - 0+ band at 1833.5 keV has also
been populated appreciably with the Tm(t,a) Er reaction ,
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with a pattern of cross sections and analyzing powers that

indicates there is a large U/2 +[411] - l/2+[411]} two-

quas i pro ton componen t.

The presence of these large two-quasiparticle components

restricts the degree to which these K* » 0 states can be

described as two-pbonon excitations. It is also noted that the

present work provides another explanation for the possible 4

state at 2031 keV. Although it had been considered ' as a

possible K-4 two-gamma-phonon configuration, this level now

appears to be a rotational member of the new K » 0 band based

on the 1833.5 keV level.

A manuscript describing this work has been accepted for

publication in Physics Letters.

1) W.F. Davidson et al. J. Phys. G. 7 (1981) 455.

2) A. Bohr and B.R. Mottelson. Phys. Script. 25 (1982) 28.

3) D.D. Warner et al. Phys. Rev. C24 (1981) 1713.

4) V.G. Soloviev and N. Yu Shirikova. Z. Phys. A301 (1981)

263.

5) E.w. Kleppinger et al. BAPS 27 (1982) 753.

8) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual [

Report, 1982, p. 45 ! j

B.L.W. Maddock. M.Sc. Bissertation, McMaster University, j

Hamilton, Ontario, 1983. :

7) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

f Report, 1983 (following report). /

8) T.S. Dumitrescu and I. Hamamoto. Nucl. Phys. A383 (1982)

I 205. 1

o f
* Physics Division, NRC, Ottawa

•• Yale University

* Los Alamos National Laboratory
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27. Two-quasiproton States in 168Er Studied with the 169Tm(t,a)

Reaction

(D.G. Burke, W.F. Davidson*, J.A. Cizewski**, R.E. Brown and

J.W. Sunier )

167 1S7

Although Er(d,p) and Er(t,d) experiments had provided

data ' on the two-quasineutron components of Er levels, there

was very little information available on the two-quasiproton
2 )

components. As mentioned in an earlier annual report , spectra
169 166

from the Tm(t.a) Er reaction had been recorded at a few

angles, in preparation for a more thorough study. Except for the

ground state band and the gamma vibrational band, these spectra

showed no strongly populated levels below an excitation energy of

- 1895 keV, where a relatively large peak was found. At first

the presence of this peak did not saem remarkable, as there were

three known3* levels within ~ 10 keV of this energy. However,

upon further reflection it was realized that none of these known

levels should have appreciable (t,o) cross sections. This is

because of the highly selective nature of the single-nucleon

transfer reaction. The states which can be populated must have a
1/2 [411] proton (the ground state of the Tm target) coupled

to the proton which is transferred in the reaction. None of the

known levels near 1895 keV had I,K* combinations that could be

strongly populated by transfer of protons from orbitals near or

below the fermi surface.
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However, if the newly found 2 + level at 1893 IceV were part

of a K-0 band4', it could be populated if it had a significant

U/2+[411] - l/2+[411J) component. The intensity distribution

among the band members should then resemble that of the ground

state band. This was consistent with the preliminary results '

as the largest peak in the ground state band was for the 2

member.

According to this interpretation, the (t,a) reaction with

polarized tritons should yield predominantly negative analyzing

powers for the 1893 keV level, as the l/2+[411] orbital origi-

nates from the <!„,„ shell which has j - i - 1/2. Host of the

other nearby orbitals are from the d_ .„ and nii/2 shells, with

j - 4 + 1/2, and would exhibit positive analyzing powers.

Thus the Tm(t,a) Er reaction was performed this year to

test the interpretation outlined above and also to determine the

nature of the strongly populated levels at slightly higher

excitation energies. The measurements were made at Los Alamos

using beams of 17 MeV polarized tritons. The reaction products

were analyzed with the Q3D magnetic spectrometer, and detected

with a helical-cathode, position-sensitive proportional counter.

Spectra were obtained at 5° intervals between 10° and 45°. These

were analyzed at McMaster, and angular distributions of cross

sections and analyzing powers obtained.

The 1893 keV level has predominantly negative analyzing

powers, confirming the presence of a U/2 +[4U) - 1/2*[411}},

K* - 0 + two-quasiproton component, as described above.
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The K* » 4~ band based at 1094 keV was also found to have a

significant population, due to a {l/2+[411] +• 7/2~[523]},

K" « 4~, two-quasiproton component. This indicates a mixing of

two-neutron and two-proton states, as the (d,p) experiments

showed that this band was predominantly a {7/2+[633] +

1/2~[521]}, K* • 4~, two-quasineutron configuration. There are

now at least four known cases of such mixing in this mass region,

which should encourage theoretical work aimed at an understanding

of this phenomenon.

1) D.G. Burke et ale McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report 1982, p.54.

B.L.W. Maddock. M.Sc. Dissertation, McMaster University,

Hamilton, Ontario, 1983.

2) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1981, p. 63.

3) W.F. Davidson et al. J. Phys. G. 7 (1981) 455.

4> D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1983, (preceding article).

* NHC Physics Division, Ottawa

** Yale University

* Los Alamos National Laboratory
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28. Study of the 187Er(t,p)169Er Reaction

(D.G. Burke, G. L^vhfJiden" and T.F. Thorsteinsen*)

This study was undertaken as part of a program to examine

the behaviour and mixing of the ijo/o neutron orbitals in the

rare earth region. The initial measurements were made with a
167

thin, highly-enriched, Er target, prepared by direct deposi-

tion from an isotope separator onto a carbon backing. When these

spectra were analyzed, it was decided that better statistics on

some of the weaker peaks would be desirable, and also there were

several peaks due to impurities in the carbon backing that

obscured portions of the spectra. Therefore the measurements

were repeated this year with a thicker (~ 200 ug/cm ) self-

supporting metallic target. Beams of 17 MeV tritons from the

McMaster accelerator were employed, and the reaction products

were analyzed with the Enge magnetic spectrograph. Although the

isotopic purity of the new target was only ~ 96%, the absence of

peaks from impurities in the carbon backing has resulted in

spectra of much better quality. The statistics have also been

improved by a factor of about four. Most of the photographic

,( emulsions used to record the spectra have yet to be scanned.

1) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster University Accelerator

ta Laboratory Report, 1981, p. 60.

f
i • University of Bergen, Norway
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29. The x °Hf(t,p) Hf Reaction, and Properties of the

9/2+[624] Band in 181Hf

(D.G. Burke, J.C. Waddington, G. L^vh^iden* and T.F. Thorsteinsen*)

179 179
The Hf(t,p) and Hf(t,pY) measurements described in a

previous annual report ' showed that there was an incorrect

assignment in the Nuclear Data Sheets for the 9/2+[624] band in
1 ft1 179

Hf. As the odd neutron in the Hf target is in the

9/2+[624] Nilsson orbital, a strong L«0 transition is expected to
•+• t o t

the 9/2 [624] bandhead in Hf. The only strong L-0 transition

observed was to a level at 600 *_ 5 keV, which was inconsistent

with the previous assignment for the 9/2+[624] band at 68 keV.

The earlier data ' were supplemented this year by additional
179

Hf(t,p) measurements with the magnetic spectrograph, to

improve the statistics at certain angles and to obtain data at

some additional angles. The proton spectrum at 9=60° is shown in

Fig. 29.1 and angular distributions for the levels populated are

shown in Fig. 29.2.

On the basis of (t,p) reaction studies on other odd mass

targets, it would be expected that the 11/2 and 13/2+ rotational

members of the 9/2+[624] band should be populated significantly

(primarily through combined stripping and inelastic excitation

processes). However, the only other low-lying levels observed

t
f were at - 622 keV, 764 keV, 804 keV, and possibly at ~ 1010 keV.
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Fig. 29.1. The proton spectrum from the 179K*(t,p)181Hf reaction

at 3-60°. The inset near the right side shows a portion of the

8-45° spectrum, in which the peak due to the ~ 622 keV level can

be seen.
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29.2.Fig-
179Hf(t,p)181Hf spectra.

Angular distributions for peaks observed in the

Results for two peaks due to isotopic

impurities in the target are included for completeness. The

downward pointing arrows represent upper limits of cross sections

when peaks were not clearly observed. For L»0 transitions*,

theoretical curves from distorted waves calculations are shown as

solid lines.
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Therefore the 9/2 [624] state at 600 keV does not have a normal

rotational band with a regular 1(1+1) spacing.

The observed levels can be explained very well if the

11/2 [615] state, which is above the fermi surface, is assumed to

lie at an excitation energy slightly higher than that of the

9/2+{624j hole state. Then Coriolis effects would produce a

strongly-mixed set ot levels as shown In the centre of Fig. 29.3,

which would explain the observed levels. It would be quite

reasonable for the ll/2+[615] state to be as low as ~ 600 keV
•I Q O

because in the isotone W it is found at 310 keV. The failure

to observe gamma rays de-exciting the 600 + 5 keV level in the

(t,py) coincidence measurements of the present work implies that

the excitation energy of the ll/2+[615] bandhead in 181Hf is ~

500 keV.

The interpretation shown in Fig. 29.3 is considered

speculative, and other tests of the properties of the possible

ll/2+ and 13/2*1 levels are desirable. One such test, using the
180 181

Hf(t,d) Hf reaction, is described elsewhere in this annual
2)report '.

A manuscript describing this work has been accepted for

publication in Can. J. Phys.

1) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1981, p. 51 and p. 60.

2) D.G. Burke. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual Report,

1983, p. 98.

* University of Bergen, Norway
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Fig. 29.3. A hypothetical situation which shows a possible

explanation for the observed perturbed level structure. If the

unperturbed energies of the 11/2 [615] band (shown at right) were

slightly lower than those of the corresponding spin members in

the 9/2+[624] band (shown at left), Coriolis mixing would produce

the complex mixed states shown in the centre.
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30. Search for 13/2+ States in 181Hf with the (t,d) Reaction

(D.G. Burke and G. L0vhf>iden)

The interpretation mentioned in the previous article ' for

181

Hf states involves some strongly mixed bands on Nilsson

orbitals from the !.„,, neutron shell. This explanation of the

levels was categorized as being rather speculative, and indepen-

dent checks on the levels involved would be useful. One such

check may be possible with the (t,d) reaction. At least two of

the spin 13/2 members in the Coriolis-mixed set of levels would

be expected to have observable spectroscopic strengths in a

neutron-stripping reaction. The (d,p) reaction could be used,

but it does not have very large cross sections for l-values as

large as 6, and the (d,p) spectrum would be dominated by tran-

sitions with lower *-values. Indeed the peaks of interest were

either very weak or not observed in an early (d,p) study ' of

181Hf.

As the (t,d) cross sections do not decrease as rapidly as

the (d,p) ones in going from t-3 to 1*6, a study of the
180 181

Hf(t,d) Hf reaction was undertaken. The experiments were

performed with 17 MeV tritons from the McUaster tandem acceler-

ator. The reaction products were analyzed with the Enge magnetic

spectrograph and detected with photographic emulsions. Spectra

were recorded at 11 angles, but at the present time data have

been scanned for only three of the angles. However, these show

that the level at ~ 760 keV is populated much more strongly than
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in the (d,p) reaction, supporting the interpretation from the

(t,p) dataX) that this is a 13/2+ level.

1) D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1983, (see previous report)

2) P.A. Rickey and B.K. Sheline. Phys. Rev. r7£ (1968) 1157.

* University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway
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31. Nuclear Data Project

(J.A. Szttcs-Asbbaugh, M.W* Johns and J.A. Kuehner)

In 1980 a group of nuclear physicists from McMaster

University Joined the International Nuclear Data Project. This

organization is responsible for creating and updating the

"Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File" and for publishing the

"Nuclear Data Sheets". Until 1977, this work had been carried

out at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory but since then other

groups from all over the world have become involved with the

project. Presently the following countries are actively

contributing to the evaluation of nuclear data: U.S.A., West

Germany, U.K., Japan, Holland, Sweden, France, Belgium, U.S.S.R.,

Kuwait and now Canada.

Initially the aim of the McMaster group was to evaluate the

data on two mass chains (A-149 and 151). A formal assignment of

additional mass chains to the McMaster group will be made at a

future meeting of the advisory board on Nuclear Structure Data.

Our group is nearing completion of the A»149 mass chain.

The evaluation of ten out of the eleven nuclei belonging to this

mass cnain has been completed and work on the final nucleus is

under way. We expect to have completed mass 149 in the winter of

1983-84, with work on A-151 starting immediately thereafter. We

plan to add an additional evaluator, on a full-time basis, in

1984.
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32. Radioisotope Dating Project

(D.E. Nelson*, R.G. Korteling*, J.R. Southon*, J.S. Vogel*,

T. Brown*, T.L. Ku**, M. Kusakabe**, C-A. Huh* and J-L. Reyss )

During the past year, our radioisotope mass spectrometry

work has continued to concentrate on oceanographic measurements

of Be, and on studies of Be transport mechanisms in order to

investigate the limits of its use as a dating tool. However, the

14
new ion injector required for precision C measurements is

i 4

nearing completion, and the emphasis will shift toward ' C in the

near future. Brief descriptions of some of our current measure-

ment and development programs follow.

We have completed three Be vs depth profiles in seawater

showing the importance of particle scavenging in the ocean trans-

port of beryllium . A survey of Be concentrations in 5 river

systems has been done to ascertain the magnitude of the land-

ocean transport.

Seven manganese nodules have so far been profiled in our |V(Istudy of the growth rate of these accretions. Our measurements S.

this year have included some nodules with quite unusual growth ? '•

patterns. !

We are currently investigating Be concentrations in j

several deep-sea sediment cores provided by the Deep Sea Drilling

Program. These cores are believed to represent very stable :

;• depositional regimes, and the Be record may therefore show

signatures of events such as geomagnetic field reversals. v
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John Vogel and John Southon adjust the detection chamber for the

isotope dating project.
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Another major effort has been to obtain a very detailed Be

10 14
profile in a lake core to see whether Be and C concentrations

in the core are correlated. The ultimate aim of the study is to

10 14

determine whether Be data can be used to detect C production

rate changes. If so, it may be possible to extend a calibrated

1 4C time scale back beyond the limit of the present tree-ring

chronology. During this work, it was necessary to resolve an old

argument: can Be be extracted efficiently from sediments by

leaching with concentrated acids, or is total dissolution of the

sediment required? The data show convincingly that the two

methods are, in fact, equivalent.

Other Be experiments ^ were carried out at 3 MV to deter-

mine whether a smaller (and cheaper) accelerator than an FN or EN

can be used routinely for Be studies. Fig. 32.1 shows spectra

from several samples of known Be concentration. Be can be

detected at these low energies, but background separation (and

hence high measurement sensitivity) is difficult to achieve.

Work on alternative isotope filtering and detection systems is

continuing.
14

C measurements have included the evaluation of the new gas

ionization detector and the establishment of a small-sample 1 4C

capability pending completion of the new injector. Fig. 32.2
14

shows the excellent separation of the C peak from all other

isotopic backgrounds. A system background equivalent to an age

of 35 - 40 Kyr BP and a measurement precision of better than +_

10% were readily achieved.
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Fig. 32.1. Particle spectra from the following samples of known

Be concentration are shown:

io-10

i)

ii)
iii)

iv)
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10Be/
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io-9
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The 10.2 MeV 1 Be3+ beam was selected by the isotope filtering

system and Be + was removed by passing the beam through a 4.5

mg/cm Ni absorber. The particles were then detected in a Si

surface barrier detector. The integrated 9Be 3 + currents for all

the measurements shown here were roughly equal, and each spectrum

was accumulated over a period of about 200 s. I •
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Research into techniques of preparing carbon samples for use in

the sputter source continues. Efforts to produce aluminum

3)carbide ' indicated the usefulness of a catalytic technique. A

catalytic system has been found for producing a heavy hydrocarbon

from acetylene at low temperatures. The resultant material is an

inert powder which produces a good carbon beam for a long period

of time. We are presently attempting to make a similar material

directly from carbon dioxide.

Development work on the new radioisotope ion injector and

ion source and the gas ion detector is described in sections II

4D and II 5. The other major 1982-83 development project

concerned software. We were one of the first groups to begin

data acquisition on the VAX, as the PDP-1S had developed a bug

(never diagnosed) which prevented the operation of our old

data-handling programs. A complete data acquisition package

tailored to our specific needs was written using the XSYS

data-handling system, and useful 2-D display routines for XSYS

were also developed. The new system is a major improvement over

the old one, in spite of minor loose ends in XSYS and occasional

VAX crashes.

Our work places heavy demands on the stability of the PN and }'

its associated equipment. The 1982 upgrade had a marked and ;

beneficial effect, in spite of numerous annoying faults which j

have since appeared in the stabilization system. The new cracked j

ethylene foils have contributed to the overall improvement, since i

' foil lifetimes with C and Be beams have increased by a factor of i

~ 5. Most of the remaining problems of beam transmission and '

i 1
if si
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A. IB9S CHARCOAL

4E

a. 45000B.R CHAKCOAt

Fig. 32.2. Specific energy loss versus total energy loss for 35

MeV 1 4C 4 + into the gas ionization detector.

a) 1895 A.D. charcoal mixed with Ag powder

b) 45,000 yr. B.P. charcoal mixed with Ag powder

Both were run for 200 sec, but the 1895
13 4+approximately one half the total C beam

charcoal.

charcoal had

of the older
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stability probably arise between the ion source and the FN. The

beam is very sensitive to tbe vacuum conditions in this area and

the provision of adequate beam diagnostics is hampered by lack of

space.

1) Be profiles in seawater. M. Kusakabe, T.L. Ku, J. Vogel,

J.R. Southon, D.E. Kelson and G. Richards. Nature 299

(19&2) 712. *

2) The measurement of Be with an accelerator at 3 MV. J.R.

Southon, J.S. Vogel, G. Richards and D.E. Nelson. Nucl.

Instr. Meth. (accepted Sept. 19, 1983).

3) Survey of Simple Carbon Compounds for Use in a Negative Ion

Sputter Source. J.S. Vogel, I.G. Nowlkow, J.R. Southon,

D.E. Nelson. Radiocarbon 25 (1983) 775.

• Simon Fraser University

*• University of Southern California

* Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, MA

** Centre des Faibles Radioactivites, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
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33. Charge-induced Effects in the Infrared Spectrum of the Solid

Hydrogens

(R.L. Brooks, J.L. Hunt, Jack R. MacDonald, J.D. Poll, M.A. Selen

and J.C. Waddington)

Studies involving proton beam irradiation of solid H« and D»

are being conducted to explore new features in the infrared

spectrum which are Induced by ionizing radiation. Since last

year's preliminary results with Ho, we have conducted a series of

experiments using Do in which charge-induced effects are more

prominent.

When crystals of the hydrogens are cooled below - 12 K and

subjected to ionizing radiations, the resulting ionic species

have a very low mobility and thus persist for sufficiently long

times to allow the observation of transitions between the Stark

shifted molecular levels of the molecules adjacent to the charged

species. Investigation of this effect with tritium doped

crystals indicated that the charged species were positive ions

(probably H*) and electrons1*2).

The positive ion polarizes the surrounding lattice creating

a molecular complex with an ion-molecule spacing of 2.3 2 which

is considerably less than the unperturbed lattice spacing (3.6 2

in 0 2 ) . The electron exists in a structure of larger radius (~

4.5 8) supported by the electron zero point energy and is thought

to be a defect, small polaron, or other bubble-like entity.
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Extensive experimsnts have been carried out using 15 MeV

protons to produce the ionization in solid Dg. In these experi-

ments, the Stark shifted lines previously observed with T2 doping

have been observed at higher spectral resolution and one new line

has been seen . The spectrum in the region of the fundamental

band of D_ is shown in Fig. 33.1. The spectrum of irradiated D2

is in Fig. 33.1a, the spectrum after two minutes of irradiation

at a current density of 15 nA cm is in 33.1b, and the

difference is shown in 33.1c. The A and B lines have been seen

previously and are interpreted as the fundamental vibrational

transitions Q.,(O,1) in the Stark shifted levels of the nearest

neighbour molecules for a positive (A) and a negative (B) charge.

Calculations show that the new D line is the negative-charge

shifted version of the rotation line S ^ O ) .

The allowed spectrum of the electron in its trap has been

observed previously for H2 and Dg with tritium doped crystals .

This feature also has been observed in the case of proton irradi-

ated D_ at much higher spectral resolution and is shown in Fig.

33.2.

Timing experiments have been performed on the growth and

decay of all of the observed spectral features. In general, all

features grow in a manner characterized by more than one relaxa-

tion time. Fig. 33.3 shows the growth and decay of the B line.

The B, D, and electron lines are very similar, confirming

the interpretation that they have their origin in a common

structure (i.e., the trapped electron). The turn-on of these

lines may be characterized by a short (< 90 s) and a long (10 -
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Fig. 33.1. The fundamental absorption band of solid D, at 4.2 K:

a) beam off, b) beam on, c) difference between a) and b).
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electron in solid Dg.
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Pig. 33.3. The growth and decay of the B-llne feature in solid

D2 at 4.2 K.
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100 min.) time. This short time at a given temperature (4.2 K)

scales very accurately with the inverse of the beam current

density and indicates the presence of a fixed number of empty

electron traps in the unirradiated crystal. The longer time is

perhaps a measure of radiation damage and is certainly an

indication of the very small charge mobility in these crystals at

4.2 K.

The growth and decay of the A line is more complicated,

probably reflecting the time scales of the chemical kinetics

necessary to produce the positive ion and the time necessary to

allow the lattice to relax around it into a sufficiently symme-

trical complex necessary to produce a sharp line. A simple

kinetic model has been proposed by Selen to account for the

different behaviour of the A line timing characteristics.

Future work will include measurements of both the spectra

and their timing characteristics as a function of temperature, a

search for the characteristic spectra of the positive ions, and

the use of other host molecules such as HO.

1) P.C. Souers, E.M. Pearon, P.E. Roberts, R.T. Tsugawa, J.D.

Poll and J.L. Hunt. Phys. Lett. A77, 277 (1980).

2) P.C. Souers, E.M. Pearon, R.L. Stark, R.T. Tsugawa, J.D.

Poll and J.L. Hunt. Can. J. Phys, 59, 1408 (1981).

3) R.L. Brooks, M.A. Selen, J.L. Hunt, Jack R. MacDonald, J.D.

Poll and J.C. Waddington. Phys. Rev. Lett. 51̂  1077 (1983).
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4) J.D. Poll, J.L. Hunt, P.C. Souers, E.M. Fearon, R.T.

Tsugawa, J.H. Richardson and G.H. Smith. Phys. Rev. A (in

press).

5) M.A. Selen, R.L. Brooks, J.L. Hunt, J.D. Poll, Jack R.

MacDonald and J.C. Waddington. Nucl. Inst. and Ueth. (In

press).

6) M.A. Selen, M.Sc. Thesis, University of Guelph (1983).
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34. Ion Beam Modification of Materials

(D.A. Thompson, J.A. Davles, G. Carter*, R. Burcova**,

P-X. Wang***, V.K. Tikku, B. Diacon, D.V. Stevanovic,

R. Beauprie, M. Caterini , M. Fernandes, A. Ibrahim,

Ft. Macaulay-Newcotnbe and N. Parikh)

The objective of this work is to study the effects resulting

from the bombardment of solid surfaces with keV and MeV ions from

both a fundamental and applications standpoint. Specific

projects studied involve: radiation damage, sputtering and ion

beam mixing.

1. Radiation Damage

Channeling measurements using MeV He beams are being used

in conjunction with electron microscopy to determine heavy ion

induced damage in semiconductors and glasses.

i) Semiconductors. GaAs and CdS are potentially very attrac-

tive compound semiconductors for use in next generation

integrated circuits (GaAs) and solar photovoltaic devices (CdS).

Such compound semiconductors are difficult to dope using conven-

tional diffusion techniques due to surface dissociation, thus

they present an ideal case for doping by ion implantation. A

major problem in the use of ion implantation is the lattice

disorder produced as the energetic ion dissipates its kinetic

energy upon penetrating the solid. The disorder produced may

range from relatively simple point defects for light ions to a

local crystalline to amorphous transition for heavy ions where
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local deposited energy densities nay exceed 1 eV/atom. In such

high density collision cascades, the disorder produced far

exceeds the theoretical predictions. Also of interest is the

observation that Group IV and III-V compound semiconductors show

amorphization whereas II-VI semiconductors do not, except with

specific ions. This difference in behaviour is of major

interest, as is the dependence of the disorder behaviour in CdS

on the chemical species of implanted atom. Electron microscopy

investigations of the damage produced in CdS by heavy ion bom-

bardments show the formation of dislocation loops. The effect of

such defects on the channeling of UeV He+ ions is being investi-

gated.

ii) Glasses. We are currently studying the damage produced in

SiO2 due to 10 - 120 keV heavy ions such as Me
+, Ar+, Kr+ and

Bi+. Our objectives are to establish the relative importance of

the nuclear and electronic energy loss processes in creating

damage in such insulating materials. An understanding of the

damage production mechanisms and the nature of the damage

produced is of importance to proposed nuclear waste storage by

embedding it in a glass or ceramic matrix. Using ion bombard-

ment , it is possible to simulate the damage produced by recoiling

actinides embedded in the glass following an expected storage of

~ 106 years.

2. Sputtering

Sputtering is the erosion of a sample surface when subjected

to ion bombardment. Studies are being carried out to resolve

better the various mechanisms proposed for sputtering under
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conditions of high energy density cascades. The measurements ia

metals are well advanced and appear to be contradicting proposed

thermal evaporation processes. The work has been extended to the

sputtering of frozen Xe which has a very low sublimation energy

(0.16 eV) compared to the 3 - 6 eV for most metals. Also, frozen

gases have been shown to exhibit enhanced sputtering yields when

bombarded with MeV p and He . In these bombardments the primary

energy deposition is through ionization processes. By contrast,

in our studies the primary energy deposition is typically 50 -

80% into elastic displacement collisions. The sputtering yield

for frozen Xe is extremely high (up to 16,000 for 80 keV Sbg

bombardment) which is more than an order of magnitude greater

than theoretical predictions. Instead of theoretically predicted

linear dependence with surface deposited energy Fp(O), we

observed two distinct regimes — one linear, for FD(0) ~ 500

2 3
eVA /atom and one in which the sputtering yield o F_(0) for

\ 2
values ~ 500 eVA /atom. This is similar to the behaviour for

heavy ion sputtering of metals and very different from the MeV

light ion sputtering behaviour.

3. Ion Beam Induced Mixing and Applications

' Ion beam mixing involves passing an energetic beam of ions

•(- (usually inert gas ions) through a sample consisting of a thin

layer of one element overlaying a substrate of a different

element. The ion beam produces defects and a cascade of moving

,j atoms resulting in an intermixing of the thin film into the

•jS: substrate forming a new surface alloy. We are studying the

.: process of ion beam mixing to establish the physical parameters
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contributing to tbe rate of mixing and which determine any steady

state final alloy. Processes tbat are expected to contribute are

direct recoil mixing, radiation enhanced diffusion and any high

density cascade effects (thermal mixing). Systems currently

being studied are noble and semi-noble metal (Pt, Rh, Ru, Au, Ag,

etc.) mixing into NI and Fe. These systems are then tested as

electrodes In the electrocatalysis of water. We have observed

reductions of overpotential by 30% for some mixed layers as

compared to the pure Ni and Fe. In some cases the overpotential

can be even smaller than for the pure noble metal.

• University of Salford, U.K.

•* Short term visitor from Bulgaria

*•* Visiting Chinese Scholar
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35. Visualization of the Dopamiae Structures of the Brain in

Healthy Subjects and Patients with Parkinson's Disease with

18( F)fluoro-L-dopa and Positron Emission Tomography

(E.S. Garnett, G. Firnau, C. Nahmias, R. Chirakal and J. Couse)

A novel positron emitting analogue of the amino acid

18dihydroxy-L-pbenylalanine, L-Dopa, ( F)fluoro-L-dopa has been

synthesized from accelerator produced F-18. With this tracer,

the dopamine rich structures of the brain, caudate nucleus and

putamen, have been visualized for tbe first time in living humans

by positron emission tomography (Fig. 35.1). We have found that

in patients who suffer from unilateral Parkinson's disease, the

contralateral putamen shows reduced uptake of F-18.

This development, which is unique to McMaster, opens up the

measurement of the metabolism of the neurotransmitter dopamine in

the human brain during life.
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Fig. 35.1. A tomogramme of the brain of a healthy person 2 hours
AS

after the injection of ( F)fluoro-L-dopa. The image shows the

brain parts caudate and putamen on each side of the midline

accumulating the tracer.
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II. FACILITY OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Operation Summary j
i

A. FN Accelerator t

1983 has been the first full year of operation with our

upgraded FN tandem. In the spring of 1982, new tubes and a new

Pelletron charging system (manufactured by National Electro-

statics Corp.) were installed. Our tandem accelerator has demon-

strated a considerably improved performance since then. In the

past twelve months we have run 26 days at 10 MV or over and have

had an additional 20 days operation between 9.5 and 10 MV.

Our tubes are Dowlish spiral inclined aluminum tubes. They

have worked beautifully so far (6,000 hours) at 10 MV plus. We

have also run as low as 1.48 MV. Transmission figures of 75% on

deuterons (low energy to image cup) are standard.

The charging system has had some mechanical problems. The

charging chains on both ends have failed and have been replaced

by the manufacturer. These chain failures have not been

explained, but may be due to damage caused by failure of pillow

block bearings. National Electrostatics Corp. (the manufacturer)

advised us not to regrease these bearings and since following

this advice, these failures have not recurred. Our chains have

behaved well since the end of June. Performance has been

excellent — 10 MV has become the expected operating voltage.

Charging rates of up to 170 microamps per chain can be achieved

at 110 PSIG SFg. We have had some problems with pickup wheel

springs and are looking at various alternatives. Four pickup
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Jim Stark and Phil Ashbaugn installing the speed monitor for the

pelletron charging system.
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rings based on a CRNL design, have been mounted on the chains and

have proven to be a very useful diagnostic tool. Magnetic

pickups have been installed on the pulleys to monitor speed and

thermocouples have been placed on the pillow block bearings of

the drive pulleys.

An important feature of this year's operations was a 2 month

tritium run. We ran almost 1,000 hours, stopped and restarted

the source a number of times and had 100 nA on target typically,

with maximum currents up to 625 nA.

The health safety aspects were carefully monitored by Health

Physics. We were able to install the source, a sputter source

with tritiated titanium cones, change the ionizer assembly,

remove the source and clean up the source box without any signi-

ficant exposures.

It would appear that, with care, one can do a fair amount of

work on such sources when they fail. We have had to dispose of

only one source and one additional ionizer in 3,500 hours of

operation. This is equivalent to less than $6.00 per hour in

source costs.

A direct extraction source for isotope production and a

special injector for C and Be measurements are currently

being installed.

Old age has begun to take its toll on some of the equipment.

As a result, we have installed a complete set of new power

supplies for our target area quadrupole magnets. Our original

H.V.E.C. NMR has been vastly Improved by eliminating the complex
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servo system that drove the variable capacitor. The motor is now

controlled by a simple "up/down" switch.

B. KN Accelerator

The KN accelerator has been operating at terminal potentials

from 500 kV to 3.0 MV without any problems other than standard

ion source maintenance. We have 7,800 nrs. of operation on our

belt, 14,300 hrs. on the motor bearings, and 24,000 hrs. on the

alternator bearings. The alternator bearings have been regreased

twice in this period using Dow Corning Silicone 44 grease.

C. 150 kV Accelerator

The 150 kV accelerator with a Danfysik ion source has been

used to produce singly charged ions such as N, Ne, Ar, As, Sb,

and Bl in the energy range 15 - 80 keV, to induce ion damage in

various crystalline materials. As, well, higher energy ions (100

- 130 kV) of Ar+, Ar++, and Kr+ have been used to produce surface

alloys by the ion beam mixing technique. Direct implantation of

Ag+ ions has also been successful in producing Ni-Ag alloys.
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Accelerator Utilization

November 1 to October 31

(based on charge timers)

1980 1981 1982 1983

PN bours

% utilization

Max. FN voltage

# of days 9.5 to

10 MV

ff of days 10 MV

or above

tt of ion species

% p and d

% p and 3

* t

% 3He and 4He

% others

KN hours

% utilization

5579 hrs.

64%

9.0

0

0

17

24%

17%

2%

23%

34%

3265

37%

4940 hrs.

56%

8.0

0

0

14

20%

11%

23%

14%

32%

3403

39%

3162 hrs.

37%

10.0

10

3

16

39%

8%

3%

14%

36%

3025

36%

4867 brs.

56%

10.25

20 j

26

17 i

37%

13%

17%

3%

30%

4134

47%
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2. SFG Gas System

The insulating gas system has operated well during the year.

Several leaks developed in the main hatch gaskets of the storage

tanks and these had to be replaced. During the maintenance

period, all safety valves were removed from the system and over-

hauled by the manufacturer.

The high pressure of SF_ now used in the accelerator results
o

in some liquification of gas in the gas storage tank when all the

gas inventory is in the storage tanks. This has proved to be

awkward when recharging the accelerator since there presently is

no way to remove liquid from the bottom of the gas storage tank.

Plans are being made to install the necessary valves and piping

to permit removal of liquid SFa from the gas storage tank.
o

We are also planning to build a gas scavenging system to be

connected to the discharge of our compressor. This system should

reduce the amount of SFg lost during each pumpdown cycle.

3. Beam Transport System

Our program of upgrading the target lines has continued

during the past year. The following beam lines have been

upgraded.

a) Two NEC beam profile monitors have been installed on the -45°

line (Enge Spectrometer).

b) A 100/300 Diffstak pumping system (manufactured by Edwards

High Vacuum) has been installed on the end of the 0° line.

c) Three NEC beam profile monitors have been installed on the 0°

line.
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d) A 100/300 Diffstak pumping system has been Installed on tbe

negative ion source extension. This has improved consider-

ably the vacuum between the inflection magnet and the low

energy vacuum system.

e) A 160/700 Diffstak pump has been purchased and will be

installed on the polarized ion source. This will replace a

100/300 system which will then be installed on the -15°

(Carbon Dating) line.

f) Five NEC scanning heads and a controller have been purchased.

Four of these will be used on the main accelerator to replace

the old H.V.E.C. beam profile monitors.

g) The two remaining NEC scanners will probably be used on the

+15° line.

4. Ion Sources

A. The Triton Source

A very successful triton run took place during May and June

lasting some 900 hours. Typically beam currents ranging from 100

nA to 700 nA on target were used. The ion source used was the

same one as in March, 1982 but with a new cover plate and ionizer

assembly. The source proved to be very reliable and we now feel

we are able to stop and start the triton source without fear of a

component failure. When not in use, the triton source is stored,

under vacuum, on a portable stand in the accelerator hall.
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All of the tritiated cones used were prepared in our own

laboratory and the procedure used ssems to produce tritiated

cones very reliably.

We have currently ordered 1,000 curies of tritium in antici-

pation of another triton run to commence in the spring of 1984.

B. Polarized Source

Modifications to the polarized ion source are proceeding in

an attempt to improve the beam intensity. A new argon cell has

been constructed in which the main solenoid coil has been reduced

in diameter and located in the vacuum system. This has allowed

the inclusion of a number of large ports in the vacuum wall of

the new cell for installation of electrical feedthroughs, moni-

toring equipment and, most importantly, a large diffusion pump.

This pump will reduce the load on the cryopumps and remove the H,

and Do load coming from the source area. This should enhance

overall performance and improve the selectivity of the argon

charge exchange process. Most of the work on the argon cell

region is complete except for final installation and testing.

As was mentioned in last year's annual report, work on a new
I1'

spin filter was planned for the present year in an attempt to '

reduce the overall length of the source.

It was thought that before producing any kind of physical '

design, it would be useful to obtain optimum theoretical condi-

tions. To attain this objective, a computer program from Los

11 i

Alamos was used '. This program, initially written for a CDC >

6600, was adapted to our computer system, a VAX 11/750. It v
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John McKay with the new argon cell for the polarized ion source.
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follows the three level interaction theory of Lamb and

Retherford2* and calculates the probability of transmission of

the different spin states involved in tbat theory.

Two different quantities were calculated:

1) The amplitude squared of the spin state vs time (which is

directly related to the distance that the beam travels).

See Fig. 1.

2) The amplitude squared of the spin state vs magnetic field.

See Fig. 2.

With the first, one can determine the minimum distance tbat

the beam needs to travel to reach a stable spin state distribu-

tion. With the second, it is possible to find out the magnetic

field homogeneity required. We conclude from these calculations

that the magnetic field homogeneity should be better than + 0.6 G

and the minimum length of the cavity about 19 cm.

The next step was to design an experimental spin filter with

variable length from a maximum of 25 cm to a minimum of 19 cm.

In the near future it will be tested to check the calculated

results.

1) G.G. Ohlsen and J.L. McKibben, "Theory of a Radio Frequency

"Spin Filter" for a Metastable Hydrogen, Deuterium, or

Tritium Atomic Beam", LA-3725, Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory (Oct. 24, 1967).

2) W.E. Lamb, Jr., and R.C. Rather ford. Phys. Rev. 81,, 222

(1951).
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1.8
DISTANCE (CM)

7.2 9.0

Fig. 1. The upper and lower lines correspond to the amplitude

squared of the m. * +1/2 and m. - -1/2 electronic spin states

respectively va time for deuterium atoms, with a spin state m. -

0, a magnetic field B - 5756 and r.f. field of 1610 MHz.
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Fig. 2. The upper and lower lines correspond to the amplitude

squared of the m. * +1/2 and m. • -1/2 electron spin states

respectively vs magnetic field for deuterium atoms, with an r.f.

field of 1610 MHz, at 0.3 wsec.
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t
John Cave inspecting the new spin filter.
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C. Mark III Sputter Sourca

This source has performed very reliably over the past year.

The only major maintenance required was a reassembly and realign-

ment when It was reinstalled on the PN after the tritium run.

D. Radiolsotope Dating Sputter Source

This source was designed for high sample throughput and ease

of assembly and alignment. The 2 main source flanges are hinged

together to allow easy access to the sample wheel when the source

is bled up for sample changing. The entire wheel of 20 samples

can be replaced in a few seconds, and the small internal volume

of the source ensures a fast pump-down. An on-axis Cs geometry

makes the source easy to align. The Cs ionizer and boiler are

connected by a modified stainless steel Swagelock fitting so that

ionizers can be removed and replaced easily.

The source is presently being tested and h&s so far delivered

up to 30 uA of C~. Work is continuing to optimize the Cs focus-

sing , to improve the transfer of heat away from the samples, and

to "harden" the sample positioning electronics against the

effects of ion source sparks.

E. Mark IV Sputter Source

No work has been done on the Mark IV source during the past

year. The ion source test bench has been fully occupied with

development of the radioisotope dating sputter source and the

direct extraction source for isotope production.
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Arnie Woolvett assembly the split-lens assembly for the Mark IV

sputter source.



A new sputter ion source on the test bench being developed for

the radioisotope dating project.
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In addition, our electronics group has been fully occupied

with the completion of our new computer facility so that develop-

ment of the necessary hardware and software for microprocessor

control has been delayed.

However, a masters student working under Dr. Poehlman in the

instrument development section of the Institute for Materials

Research, has agreed to proceed with this project as part of his

thesis project.

F. Duoplasmatron Source

Some upgrading of the O.P. source is proceeding this year.

Minor improvements in the method of monitoring the boiler temper-

ature (fully enclosed thermocouple) and a more sensitive method

of controlling the t>< '"•*• temperature (air needle valve at the

control console) have resulted in more reliable operation when

using sodium vapour for charge exchange. We are now normally

able to operate several hundred hours without recharging the

sodium boiler.

A new insulator bench assembly is under construction in our

shops. The Insulators are constructed at Macor (machinable

ceramic). The new support bench should make the problem of

electrode and boiler alignment much easier. The new bench (with

insulators) should be completed and installed during the current

fiscal year.
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G. Direct Extraction Source

A bigb current, direct extraction source is being installed

on the left side of the second inflection magnet. This has been

funded and built by the Nuclear Medicine Department with the

assistance of our operations group. This source will be used

primarily for isotope production.

5 . Radioisotope Dating Project

A major development in this project was the arrival of the

radioisotope injector components from Simon Fraser University in

mid-April. The FN shielding walls had already been rearranged to

make room for the system and extra electrical services had been

installed.

The base, magnets, and vacuum boxes have been asssembled; and

most of the plumbing and electrical wiring has been installed

with help from the operations staff. The vacuum system has been

leak checked and a defective cryopump has been repaired. A

preliminary magnet alignment has been carried out and the ion-

optical element assemblies are aligned and ready for installa-

tion. The new sputter source for the injector is being tested,

and a 30 kV isolating transformer tor the source suppressor has j

been delivered.

A gas ionization detector has been constructed and its gas

control system and signal processing electronics obtained with 1

funds from an NSERC Equipment Grant. Initial tests with a

multiple-anode transverse field detector configuration show that

it works well in 14C experiments. An alternative axial-field i
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John Southon with the new injector for the radioisotope dating

project.
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configuration which may prove superior for Be will be tested

shortly.

6. Isotope Production for Nuclear Medicine

is
We have been generating P on a regular basis for the

positron emission tomography project at the UcMaster University

Medical Centre. They are able to produce 20 raCi of [18F]2-

fluoro-deoxy-glucose and 5 mCi of [18P] fluoro-dopa with 6 micro-

amps on target using the 20Ne(d,o) F reaction. A new high

pressure gas target with a helium cooled window has recently been

tested at 14 microamps.

The nuclear medicine group is completing construction of a

direct extraction ion source for the production of high current

proton and deuteron beams. This, plus the installation of the

isotope production target at the object slit position will allow

short isotope production runs to proceed with minimum disturbance

to regular experiments. The normal ion source and the analyzing

magnet, target room quads etc. can be left on ready to resume

operation right after completion of an early morning isotope run.

7. Applied Materials Research

The high vacuum chamber on the 40° line is being modified to

allow samples for ion beam mixing experiments to be prepared in a

small antechamber, then loaded directly into the analysis chamber

for backscattering and ion induced X-ray measurements. The

sample preparation chamber should operate in the 10~7 Pa range

such that high purity thin film samples can be prepared by
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sputter deposition and high temperature annealing is possible

using e-beam heating. Multilayer thin film samples are possible.

Using a rack and pinion drive, the samples can be transferred to

the analysis chamber (~ 10~ Pa) and locked onto a sample manipu-

lator which can rotate the sample into the MeV He* beam for

analysis and into the 10-150 keV heavy ion beam for ion beam

mixing or ion implantation processing.

8. Target Lab Facility

In the past year the following targets have been routinely

fabricated: 5 8Ni, Al, 50Cr, 52Cr, Be and Si on W and Ta

backings. 5 8Ni, 147Sm, 148Sm, 150Sm, 92Zr, 9 2Mo, 94Mo, 96Mo and

100Mo on 2 0 8Pb backings. Zn, 70Zn, 1 1 6Sn, 1 1 9Sn, PbS on C

backings. Au, C, Al, Sn 119Sn, Te, 1 2 8Te, 1 3 0Te, Si, 24Mg,

Polyethylene, polystyrene and Ta self-supporting targets.

Sandwich targets of Ni/Ru/Ni, Pt/Fe/Pt, Ti/Nb/Ti/Nb, Au,Mg/Au,

Se/Cu, Sb/Bi, Bi/Sb/Bi, Bi/Sb/Sn/Bi, Bi/Se/Sb/Bi and Sb/Pb/Sb on

various substrates of NaCI, Ni, Fe, BaF2> Si and glass. Thin

targets of Pt, Ge, Ni, V and Mn on backings of Au, Fe, Si and

Al.

For the recent tritium beam experiments nine Ti inserts were

loaded with tritium to an average of 50 Ci each, as well as one

insert containing H2 and another D2< The tritiated inserts ware

press fitted into Cu cones and the hydrogen and deuterium Inserts

into Al cones and used in the sputter source.

Targets fabricated for the tritium beaa experiments include

self-supporting 167Br, Tin, Dy, 160Dy, 162Dy, l63Dy, 164Dy, Gd,
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160Gd, 24Mg, Si, TIN, Au, C and Au/S/Au. Also PbS, 1 1 9Sn, Zn,

Zn, melamine, adenine and Hf were fabricated on carbon

backings.

Reductions of isotopic materials metallothermically and using

H2 gas continues on a routine basis.

Carbon foils fabricated by the "ethylene cracking" method are

now used entirely for beam stripping, however they are of the

unslackened type. Foil lifetimes are considerably longer than

the standard stripper foils. Slackened cracked ethylene carbon

stripper foils will be installed along with the installation of

the new terminal stripper foil assembly. Improvements in foil

lifetimes are expected with slackened foils.

A film casting apparatus has been fabricated for the

production of ultrathin polyethylene targets. High uniformity

self-supporting polyethylene targets of thicknesses of 50 to 400
o

ug/cm are prepared with this apparatus.

A small 100 cc vacuum chamber has been constructed for the

production of self-supporting TIN targets by nitriding a self-

supporting Ti foil in a N_ atmosphere. Self-supporting TIN of

thicknesses of 100 to 300 ug/cm have been prepared.

A small stainless steel reduction chamber has been fabricated

:, to hydrogen reduce iron oxide from polished iron samples used in

platinum-iron mixing process studies. The samples in the chamber

are heated in H2 gas to reduce the oxide layer, followed by

t, cooling and pumping out the H2 gas. The closed chamber is placed

f̂  in the vacuum evaporator and Pt is evaporated while the chamber

' is closed. When a suitable rate is achieved, the chamber ia A

I i
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opened remotely and Pt is quickly deposited on the samples before

any oxides form. Very good samples are prepared in this way.

The following target lab equipment has/been purchased in the

past year: a hydraulic press for the production of slackened

stripper foils, a fumehood, a small RF supply for cleaning mois-

ture cells and a spare 18" pyrex bell jar.

In September 1983 the lab was represented by D. Yaraskavitch

at the "Workshop 1983 of the INTDS" at Argonne National

Laboratory at which a paper was presented .entitled "Thin

Self-supporting Isotopic Dy, Er, Gd and Yb Targets for Charged

Particle Spectroscopy'• 2 )

1) Betty Cranfill, Fifth Ann. Conf. of the INTDS, LA-6850-C,

pg. 130-137.

2) Workshop proceedings to be published as an Argonne National

Lab Report.

9. Computer Development

The primary data collecting and data analysis system is a

VAX-11/750 computer. It is connected to ADC's, sealers etc.

through a CAMAC subsystem, and uses XSYS software acquired from

Duke University. Development of the software is reported else-

where. The computer was expanded by the addition of 8 more

serial lines bringing the total to 24, probably a practical limit

for this system. On the whole, the system has worked very well.

The PDP-15 computer is now operating as a pulse height

analyser. It is connected to the VAX through a CAMAC module so
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data can be transferred directly from the PDP-15 to the VAX.

This also permits us to read all data stored on DECTAPES and

transfer them to the VAX. Some software development for the

PDP-15 is still required to operate it totally under the control

of the VAX.

Our TN 1710 analyser is used quite extensively and data are

transferred from it to the VAX by a serial line. Once during the

summer we were running three experiments simultaneously, one on

the VAX, one on the PDP-15 and one on the TN 1710.

We have experimented with methods of sorting data in real

time into very large matrices on our VAX. Of course this is much

too slow if one uses a normal amount of random access memory

which requires constant swapping of data between disk and memory.

However, by making global assignments of a large amount of RAH to
i

reduce the swapping, the system shows promise. To do this-, we ]

require more memory.

10. Software Development

The software data acquisition and analysis package known as

XSYS has been successfully installed on the VAX. Extensive

changes have been made to the various parts of the package to

make it more efficient and appropriate to our needs.

These changes include a reworking of the programs used to

display one parameter and two parameter spectra, modifications in

the sort programs, and the implementation of new XSYS commands.

The event analysis language, known as EVAL has been extended with

* •

1
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Bob McNaught testing the new PDP-15/VAX interface system.
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the addition of a loop structure and various other statements to

make it more versatile and easier to use.

Software has also been developed to facilitate control of

the PDP-15 by the VAX and to allow transfer of information

between the two. This will allow us to use the PDP-15 to collect

data and then transfer them to the VAX for analysis.

In addition, the laboratory's capability to carry out

theoretical analyses has been greatly enhanced by the

commissioning of direct-reaction codes such as 0WUCK4,

SATURN-MARS, LOLA, CHUCK and DWAVF, the Oxford shell-model codes,

and the Oxford-Michigan State nuclear density programmes. The

Oxford interactive ion optics code OPTRIX is also running, and

has been of considerable use in the design and modifications of

beam lines and their focussing elements.

11. Electronics

During the last year a unit was built to interface the •••

PDP-15 to the CAMAC subsystem. Another unit was built to read

the NMR frequency into the VAX through a CAMAC module. Lines !i

were run for nine additional terminals at locations in the ?•

General Sciences Building.

We have replaced our failing quadrupole power supplies on

the PN with new ones. This required rebuilding the control unit

on the console. '

In the near future, we plan to build some electronics to

monitor various parameters in the terminal of the FN accelerator ,.

and transmit the data over a light link to the outside. *
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12. The Accelerator Machine Shop

Much of our experimental and accelerator equipment is manu-

factured in our own machine shop. This is a small, but fully

equipped shop, capable of producing precision components in a

variety of materials. Our machinists, Arnie Woolvett and John

Cave bring to our laboratory some fifty years of machining

experience (including soldering, brazing and inert gas welding)

and this is reflected in the quality and variety of components

they produce.

Precision machining (^.0002") in materials such as MACOR

(machinable glass ceramic), boron nitride, tantalum, molybdenum,

and a variety of stainless steels and producing vacuum chambers

which are welded vacuum tight (as checked with a helium mass

spectrometer) is the rule rather than the exception in this shop.

"Rush jobs" are the normal "order of the day" and we must

acknowledge the patience and ingenuity of our two experts who

create masterpieces from sketches on paper towels or the back of

someone's lab coat.
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Bob Summers-Gill and Suzanna den Bleker discussing the typing of

the annual report into the word processor.
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Personnel Associated with the Laboratory, Nov. 1982 to Oct. 1983

Academic and Research Staff (ticUaster University)

O.G. Burke

J.A. Cameron

J.A. Davies

R. Dymarz

M.W. Johns

1)

J.A. Kuehner

Y. Liang2>

A.A. Pilt

J.R. Southon

J. Sziklai3)

Professor

Professor

Professor/part-time

Research Associate

Nuclear Data Project Evaluator

Professor and Director of Lab.

Postdoctoral Fellow

Associate Professor

Research Associate (Simon Fraser)

Research Associate

J.A. Szucs-Ashbaugh Nuclear Data Project Evaluator

D.A. Thompson

V.K. Tlkku4)

J.S. Vogel

J.C. Waddington

P.X. Wang5)

C.L. Woods6)

Professor

Post-doctoral Fellow

Research Associate (Simon Fraser)

Professor

Research Associate

Post-doctoral Fellow

1) Commenced February, 1983

2) Commenced July, 1983

3) Commenced October, 1982

4) Left September, 1983

5) Commenced July, 1983

6) Left May, 1983
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S c i e n t i f i c Collaborators

Institutions

W.P. Alford

R.L. Brooks

W.F. Davidson

G.a. Oin

G. Firnau

E.S. Garnett

E.E. Habib

J.L. Hunt

P.K. John

J.D. King

R.G. Korteling

T.L. Ku

G. L<*vh0iden

J.R. BlacDonald

D.E. Nelson

J.li. Perz

C. Rolfs

J.J. Simpson

I.II. Szoghy

T.F. Thorsteinsen

B.Y. Tong

H.R. teller

and Research Staff from Other

University of Western Ontario

University of Guelpta

National Research Council, Ottawa

University of Riyadh

McMaster University Medical Centre

McMaster University Medical Centre

University of Windsor

University of Guelph

University of Western Ontario

University of Toronto

Simon Praser University

University of Southern California

University of Bergen

University of Guelph

Simon Fraser University

University of Toronto

Universitat Munster

University of Guelph

University Laval

University of Bergen

University of Western Ontario

Duke University
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Technical Staff

P.G. Ashbaugh

J.W. McKay

R.A. MeNaught

H.J. Blanchard

J.W. Stark

H. Harms

W.F. Williams

D.J. Yaraskavitch

A.G. Woolvett

J.R. Cave

K. Ambwani1*

O.V. Stevanovic

B. Diacon

A.S. den Bleker

Director of Operations

Accelerator Engineer

Supervisor, Electronics Systems

Electronics Technologist

Accelerator Supervisor

Accelerator Technician

Accelerator Technician

Research Assistant (target preparation)

Mechanical Maintenance Technician

Mechanical Maintenance Technician

Scientific Programmer

Research Assistant

Research Technician

Secretary

1) Left September, 1983
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Graduate Students

U, Akano (Eng. Phys.)

C. Bamber

R. Beauprie (Eng. Phys.)

T. Brown (Simon Fraser)

M. Caterini (Eng. Phys.)

D. Corrin (Western)

M. Fernandes (Eng. Phys.)

A. Ibrahim (Eng. Phys.)

V.P. Janzen

A.J. Larabee (part time)

N. Lasheen (part time)

R.G. Macaulay-Newcombe (Eng. Phys.)

B.L. Maddock1)

Parikb (Eng. Phys.)

Polk (Toronto)

Roman (Manitoba)

,2)

N.

0.

H.

R.B. Schubank

M. Selen (Guelph)

A.J. Trudel

M.C. Vetterli

P. Wozowski (Toronto)

1) Left August, 1983

2) Left September, 1983
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Publications for 1982 and 1983

1. SRDAL, LIEN, L0VH0IDEN, BURKE and WADDINGTON Levels in

145Nd studied with the (3,t) Reaction. Can. J. Phys. 60

(1982), 1534-1544.

2. BAXTER, MCDONALD, IKOSSI and KUEHNER Spin-parity deter-

42 44 + 42 o

minations in K from the Ca(d.o) K reaction near 0 .

Nucl. Phys. A390 (1982), 29-42.

3. BURKE, WADDINGTON, L0VH0IDEN and THORSTEINSEN A new
+ 1 ft 1 17Q

assignment for the 9/2 [624] state in iOiHf from the aHf

reaction. Can. J. Phys. (in press).

4. BUCKBY and KING Rates for some reactions in the mass range

39OK45. Astrophys. J. 264 (1983), 278-281.

5. BUCKBY and KING Cross sections for the 39K(a,p)42Ca and

42Ca(a,p)45Sc reactions. J. Phys. G 9, (1983), 85-89.

6. BURKE and BLEZIUS Direct evidence for mixing of two-
172

quasiproton and two-quasineutron configurations in Yb.

Can. J. Phys. 60 (1982), 1534-1544.

7. BURKE, NOWIKOW, PENG and YANCH Systematics of the (t,p)

reaction in Yb and Hf isotopes near the N-108 "sub-shell

closure11. Can. J. Pbys. 61 (1983), 460-472.

8. CAMERON Attribution of spins to proton capture resonances

from gamma decay branching. Can. J. Phys. (in press).

9. CHIRAKAL, FIRNAU, SCHROBILGEN, McKAY and GARNETT The

synthesis of F Xenon dlfluoride from fluorine gas. J.

Appl. Rad. & Isotopes (in press).
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10.* CIZEWSKI, BURKE, FLYNN, BROWN and SUNIER The Single-Proton

Structure of 1 9 3' 1 9 5> 1 9 7ir and Perturbed Spin(6) Symmetry.

Phys. Rev. C. £7 (1983), 1049-1059.

11. DAVIDSON, DIXON, BURKE and CIZEWSKI. Identification and

Decay Properties of the Fourth K* » 0 + Band in Er. Phys.

Lett. 130B (1983), 161-166.

12. DAVIES, TASHLYKOV and THOMPSON Differences between

radiation damage to gas by implantation of P and Al ions.

Soviet Phys-Semiconductors 4_, (1982) 577-581.

13. DIN, CAMERON, JANZEN and SCHUBANK Analogue resonances in

1 9F. Nucl. Phys. A385 (1982), 256-268.

14. DOYLE, NAHMIAS, FIRNAU, KENYON, GARNETT and SINCLAIR

Regional cerebral glucose metabolism in newborn positron

emission tomography. Develop. Med. Child Neurol. 25_ (1983),

143-151.

15. GARNETT, FIRNAU, NAHMIAS and CHIRAKAL Striatial dopamine

metabolism in living monkeys examined by positron emission

tomography. Brain Research (in press).

16. GARNETT, FIRNAU and NAHMIAS Dopamine visualized in the

basal ganglia of living man. Nature 305, No. 5930 (1983),

137-138.

17. GARNETT, NAHMIAS, KENYON and FIRNAU A positron emission

tomograph to study brain metabolism in man. Journal of the

Canadian Association of Radiologists 33 (1982), 172-175.

18. HABIB, CAMERON, DIN, JANZEN and SCHUBANK Determination of

the spins and parities of low-lying states in Mo by means
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of the MoCd.t^Mo and °Mo(d,p) Mo reactions. Phys.

Rev. C26 (1982), 834-840.

19. HAMMEREN and BURKE Single proton states of 159Ho studied

with the (p,a) reaction. Z. Phys. A305 (1982), 143-156.

20. KANTELE, HAMMAREN, BURKE and WADDINGTON A test of the

feasibility of yp-coincidence techniques in conjunction with

the (t,pY) reaction. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 193 (1982),

495-497.

21. KU, KUSAKABE, NELSON, SOUTHON, KORTELING, VOGEL and NOWIKOW

Constancy of oceanic deposition of Be as recorded in

manganese crusts. Nature 299 (1982), 240-242.

22.* KUEHNER, SPEAR, VERMEER, ESAT and BAXTER A simple method of

accurate reaction angle determination using a magnetic

spectrograph. Nucl. Inst. and Meth. 200 (1982), 587-589.

23.* KUEHNER, SPEAR, VERMEER, ESAT, BAXTER and HINDS A measure-

ment of the giant-dipole-resonance contributions to the

Coulomb excitation of 1 7 0 . Phys. Lett. 115B (1982),

437-440.

24. KUSAKABE, KU, VOGEL, SOUTHON, NELSON and RICHARDS 10Be

profiles in seawater. Nature 299 (1982), 712-714.

25. MACAULAY-NEWCOMBE and THOMPSON Ion Bombardment Damage in

a-Quartz at 50-295 K. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. (submitted

June, 1983).

26. MACAULAY-NEWCOMBE, THOMPSON and POLS Radiation damage

effects in solid wastes. Canadian Metallurgical Quarterly

22 (1983), 81-86.
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27. NAHMIAS, KENYON and GARNETT Experience with a high

efficiency positron emission tomograph. IEEE NS 29 (1982)

548-550.

28.• NAUDE, BRADLOW, DIETSCH, PILT, RAE and SINCLAIR Elastic

scattering of 20Ne on 24Mg. Z. Phys. A311 (1983), 297-302.

29. NELSON, KORTELING, SOUTHON, VOGEL, NOWIKOW, KU, KUSAKABE and j

REYSS. Measuring Be and C with a tandem accelerator. '

Radiocarbon 25_ (1983), 693-700.

30. NEWCOMBE, THOMPSON and PULS Radiation Damage Effects in ;

Solid Wastes. Canadian Metallurgical Quarterly 22 (1983),

81-86.
I

31.* NYBjD, THORSTEINSEN, L0VH0IDEN, FLYNN, CIZEWSKI, SHELINE,

DECMAN, BURKE, SLETTEN, HILL, KAFPRELL, KURCEWICZ, j

RUCHOWSKA, NYMAN and SCHARDT The Nuclear Structure of \

Ra. Nucl. Phys. (in press). j

32. PILT Evidence for triton and o-particle clustering at high

excitation in 15N. Nuovo Cim. 74A (1983), 185-197.

33. SELEN, BROOKS, HUNT, POLL, MacDONALD and WADDINGTON

Infrared Absorption in Proton-Irradiated Solid Deuterium.

Nucl Inst. Meth. (in press). ;

34. SELEN, BROOKS, HUNT, POLL, MacDONALD and WADDINGTON An

Infrared Absorption Study of Electron Trapping in Proton-

irradiated Solid Deuterium Below 12 K. Phys. Rev. Lett. 5_1

(1983), 1077-1080.

35. SHANG, PILT, VETTERLI, TRUDEL and KUEHNER Spin-parity

determinations to 5 6Co levels via the 58Ni(3,o)58Co

reaction. Nucl. Phys. (submitted). j
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36.* SHELINE, DECMAN, NYB0, THORSTEINSEN, LPVHpIDEN, FLYNN,

CIZEWSKI, BOBKE, SLETTEN, HILL, KAFFRELL, KURCEWICZ,

RUCHOWSKA, NYMAN and SHAROT Evidence for Stable Octupole

225

Deformation in Ra. Phys. Lett, (in press).

37. SGUIGNA, LARABEE and WADDINGTON The half-life of 176Lu by a

q-Y coincidence measurement. Can. J. Phys. j>0 (1982)

361-364.
no

38. SOBIE, YEN and DRAKE The M2 resonance strength in Si.

Phys. Rev. C (submitted).

39. SOOD, FIRNAU and GARNETT Radiofluorination with xenon

difluoride: A New High Yield Synthesis of (18F) 2-Fluoro-

2-deoxy-D-glucose. J. Appl. Rad. and Isotopes 3I4_ (1983),

743-745.

40. SOUTHON, VOGEL, NOWIKOW, NELSON, KORTELING, KU, KUSAKABE and

HUH The measurement of Be concentrations with a tandem

accelerator. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 205 (1983), 251-257.

41. SOUTHON, VOGEL, RICHARDS and NELSON . The measurement of 10Be

with an accelerator at 3 MV. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. (in

press).

42.* SPEAR, VERMEER, ESAT, KUEHNER, BAXTER and HINDS An improved

determination of the quadrupole moment of the first excited

state of 2 0 8Pb. Phys. Lett. 128B (1983), 29-32.

43. STEVANOVIC, THOMPSON and DAVIES Sputtering of Frozen Xenon

by keV Heavy Ions. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Physics

Research (submitted June, 1983).
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44. TOGNETTI, CARTER, STEVANOVIC and THOMPSON Annealing studies

of ion implanted GaAs in toe 40-300 K Region. Rad. Effects

66 (1982), 15-20.

45.* VERMEER, ESAT, KUEHNER and SPEAR Electric-quadrupole moment

of the first excited state of 1 2C. Phys. Lett. 122B (1983),

23-26,

46.* VERMEER, ESAT, KUEHNER, SPEAR, BAXTER and HINDS Coulomb

Excitation of the 2.615 MeV (3~) and 4.086 MeV (2+) States

of "uoPb. Aust. J. Phys. (submitted Oct. 1983).

47.* VERMEER, ZABEL, ESAT, KUEHNER, SPEAR and BAXTER. The giant-

dipole-resonance effect in Coulomb excitation of B. Aust.

J. Phys. 35 (1982), 283-289.

48. VOGEL, NOWIKOW, SOUTHON and NELSON Survey of simple carbon

compounds for use in a negative ion source. Radiocarbon 2_5

(1983), 775-784.

49. WOODS, KUEHNER, PILT, TRUDEL and VETTERLI Spin-parity
fid Aft -± c c

assignments for Cu levels via the Zn(3,a) Cu reaction.

Nucl. Phys. A402 (1983), 31-39.

50. WOODS, CHAPMAN, MO, SKENSVED and KUEHNER Proton orbit sizes

in 2 0 8Pb. Phys. Lett. 116B (1982), 320-324.

Work carried out in other laboratories
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Members of the lab attending a seminar.


